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ALCOHOL BILL

OF WOMANKIND

PREPARATIONS

THE SENATE

n

IN THE WORLD

ROYAL WEDDING

HAS PASSED

NEW MEXICO. TIIUKSDAY

PROGRESSING

EVENING, MAY 24. l!)0(i.
WAR IS ON IN

WHO ARE TRYING THE

LOCK CANAL NICHOLAS

HOUSE WANTS

Encounter

SUFFRAGISTS

NOW VACILLATES WOMAN

!
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EXCITEMENT

Britain in Demand
of Rights.

Springfield, Ohio, May 24. War in
eastern Ohio coal fields Is on. After a
night of constant firing ln the lillls,
the Plum Run mine was opened this
morning for th first time ln seven
n
weeks.
miners, 125 strong,
marched down tho hill under a heavy
guard. They were greeted by a fus- lade from tho bushes. No one was
hit but the strike-breakehurried to
cover. The fact that the hollow in
which the mine Is situated Is heavily
overgrown with underbrush, saved the
guards and
mon from harm
as It almost totally concealed them.
(Is
If there
to be actual battle It will
hardly b before tonight, when, the
men lenve the mine.
rs
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WAR DEPARTMENT HAS
$500,000 TO EXPEND
New York, May 24. The War De
partment lias on hand something like
$500,000 remaining to the credit of
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
COCKRELL was demo MARTIN A. KNAPP, chairman of the
Missouri from
commission since 1898, Is 53 years
old and is a native of New York.
1875 until 1905, and is 72 years of
age. He was born In Missouri and ,He Is a college man and an LL. D.
H
held city offices In Syracuse be
is a lawyer. He was appointed on
fore he was appointed on the inter
the commission a year ago.
state commerce commission In 1891
native of
CHARLES A. PROUTY Is
Vermont and is 53 years old. He JUDSON C. CLEMENTS is a native
of Georgia, 60 years of age. He is
is a lawyer, and held twg minor ofa lawyer, held offices In his state,
fices In Vermont, He has been on
the commission since 1896, and is and was elected to congress four
a warm supporter
times. He has been on the commis
of Roosevelt's
sion since 1892.
rate legislation Ideas.

FRANCIS

M.

cratic tenator from

UNION IS COMPLETE

AUTOMOBILE SHOW
IN NEW YORk CITY

IN TWO CHURCHES
t

Will

-

Accompanied by Old School and Cumberland
Many Peculiar Kinds
Presbyterians Are
Now One
of Racing.
Be

ALSO

DIFFERENT

Tests

Have

KINDS OF IN GOVERNMENT OF CHURCH

e
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PATTERSON TAKES OLD
PLACE AS CONFEREE
Washington. 1). C, May 24. Sena
tor Newlands, of Nevada, will leave
in a few days to look after his inter
ests in San Francisco, which were
s. rlrusly affected by the earthquake
and fire. Senator Patterson, of Col
orado, will be made conferee on the
statehood bill in the place of New
lands.
TAFT DON'T KNOW

AND NOBODY CARES

Washington, 1). C, May 24 Secre
tary Taft today authorizes ihe state
ment thai no conclusion has been
r ached regarding his prospective ap
i ointment
to the supreme court cf
the United States. The subject has
gone over until December 14, when
congress will meet for Its second ses
sion, and when the successor of Jus
lice Brown will be named.

nnn FELLOWS UNVEIL
A HANDSOME

MONUMENT

Montreal. One.. Mav 24. Tho hand
some in muni' W erwteil on the Oill
Fellows' lot in Mount Royal cemetery
win le nnvrileil this afternoon as a
tribute to the memory of departed
brothers, and the ueauunu spot
tn the nurnoseg of Odd Fellow- ut.in
The ceremonies in connection
' with the unveiling and dedication will
le performed hy the grand lodge officers, and W. H. Hoyle, of Cannintr-toOnt.. member for North Ontario
in the Ontario lenisWture. will deliver
the principal address. Hundredspartsof
her
members tf the order from
t the province have an ied here and
will attend the exercises.
The monument is from an original
design, and is made of ltarre prnnite,
die and cap. the
with three biis'-sI've, and hf. lin'.s carvel in
y.V
on the top.
front.' wit'h the
supporting the u'.die. all of which are
emblems or the order. The lot. which
is beautifully locate l. was purchased
two years u;:o by ihe eity brines and
bv vo
the monument was
tul.scriptiou.
ieu-int-

ci
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I
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MUSIC SGHOOL TO

BEGIN IN CHICAGO
Will Be Affiliated With the Paris Conservatory, From Which Its Teachers Have
Been Recruited as Past Pupils.
LI., May 24. The first
ChicaRo.
school of music outside of France, to
be fashioned after t lie pattern and
affiliated with the Conservatory of
Paris, will bo opened in this city next
fall, under the direction of Alfred liar-the- l,
at present a memlrfT of the
Mr.
Theodore Thomas orchestra.

Harthel. who is a graduate of the
Paris Conservatory, and was a medal
winner there, has been in correspondence with the Paris officials for several months, arranging the details,
and though he has not yet made public
his plans, it is known that they have
been practically completed.
The Paris Conservatory, being part
of the public school system of France,
It was difficult to arrange for its affiliation with a school in any other
country. There was much red tape to
be avoided, but when Mr. Harthel
showed that he could recruit in Chicago a faculty composed entirely of
medal winners at the Conservatory,
who had graduated within the last
few ye ti s, and w ho could teach the
French method in its latest develop- 'lneiit. In- - French authorities consont-- 1
ed to i i y the experiment.
The faculty, so far as has been
choM-nasid. from Hirector Harthel,
w ho
will tench the oboe, w ill consist
of the following artists:
Charles
M loreiihtiuf,
violinist, and member of
the Theodore Thomas orchestra; Miss
Lillian I'oeinheld. violiniste;
Vine.
'
piani.te; H'uace
I

-

H.o-thel-

Hriit, 'ceilist and member of the TheoOthers are
dore Thomas orchestra.
to be chosen later, as the growth of
the school justifies. The aim at first
is to take care of just IjO pupils. Instead of the Individual method of instruction so popular in America, the
class method will bo used, ten pupils
being admitted to each class, as is
done in the Palis Conservatory, lessons or recitations will last two and
one-hahours, each student being
given an opMn unity to profit by the
progress or mistakes of the others.
Spicial attention will be paid to sight
reading, which Mr. Harthel declares
is neglected everywhere but in France,
and each pupil will he instructed in
this until he can take a piece of music
he has never seen before and rea l it
as one would read a page of print.
An effort will alo be made to train
the pupils so that they can transcribe
hear
a piece of music which they
played but have never seen In print.
Mr. lianhel will be in weekly communication with the officials of the
Paris Conservatory, learning of th"
laic-.-- i
nu tho is mul telling the progress of his own pupils,
that .n
rac any of them desire to study in
Pars after finishing llie course heie,
thev will find their way easy. Admission to tl.e Par's
compel it e hi. open to ail the world,
st'ld 'iits.
however, so thai Chicai-'like those from the French
w
tests.
will have to in i.i the s'o
lf

Kansas City, Mj.n, May 25. Mor
sensational testimony was brought
out this morning In the trial In tho
United States district court ihere ot
George H. Crosby,
raffle manager
of the Burlington, and George L.
Thomas, New York freight broker.
and his clerk, U B. Taggart, on the
charge of conspiracy. T. H. Mc- Ktttrk-k- ,
president of the Hargadine- McKlttrlck dry goods ocinvpany. of
St. Ijouls. .testified that he had employed Thomas to look after his Interests ln the matter of railway rates
and routing of goods In the east, lie
admitted that he had received various slime of money from "unknown
sources." In one Instance, he testified
tnat an unknown person left wt;h him
a bundle of money containing between
$400 and $500. He declared that
no know who the person was, and
could not Identify him. Further, he
did not know why the money waa
given to him. nor Its source. Other
payments from unknown sources had
been made, totalling about 110,000.
wi'hin Kur or five years, during
which time he had paid $430,000 In
freight charges. The wltntss said
that he and Thomas talked over rebates and agreed
hat no rebates
should be sought. He did not know-thathe money he had receive,! came
from Thomas.

Non-unio-
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GREAT NOT WHENCE MONEY CAME

Probably
Renewed
Again President Cassatt in London
This Evening When WorkReady to Return at
men Leave Mines.
Moment's Notice.

New York, May 24. The condition
London. .Mav 24. Princess Kna and
Washington. D. C, May 21. The
Davis, who became
free alcohol bill )assed trie senate, as her mother. Princess Henry, of Hat-- 1 of Mrs. Jefferson
tenburg. left Loudon today for Spaln.1 worse last ntgm, lias not improved to
reorted from the committee.
at the frontier of which King Alfonso day. The membe rs of the family ere
will await his future bride. The de- remaining within calling distance of
WALTER NOMINATED AS
SANTA FE POSTMASTER. parture of the princess from Victoria heredside.
station was occasion for eiithusiatlc
Smclnl ito The Evening Citizen.
the WOMEN SUFFRAGISTS GROW
Washington, 1). C, May 24. Paul demonstration on the part of p'.aU
ACTIVE IN ENGLAND.
A. F. Walter had been renominated Spanish colony here, while the
form of the depot was also crowded
London, May 24. Mrs. Dora Monte-fiore- ,
for postmaster at Santa Fe.
English friends who gave the
one cf the leaders of woman sufB. S. Rodey was confirmed by the with
a hearty send off. I.oud frage, under whose lead women have
senate late yesterday afternoon, as future queen
Judge of the federal court for the dis- cries of "Ixmg live nsthe queen of pledged themselves not to pay their
Spain" were raised
the train left taxes on the ground that taxation
trict, of Porto Kico.
is tyranny,
without representation
The reclamation force now at work the station.
hn rmn (mart in,
rrnutH nf woman
on the Hondo reservoir in Chaves CONFLICT SEEMS MORE
KiifTrairiHta frnm Iho oncorwl stnrv of
county, as soon ffls that enterprise
IMMINENT IN RUSSIA ner hou8P near u,
today. She
will
completed,
transferred
be
be
shall
St. Petersburg, May 24. The govhn.t th women
nr
hPrr.
from
project,
and
dam
Carlsbad
the
to
ernmcnt seems to hesitate about exefaTM wprft tn,k- lh. r(,f.la(1,i ,
there, when the work has been done, cuting the resolution taken a week lng
thlg course ln oner to advance
they will go to Leasburg, in the
aco to grant the pardon of amnesty.
education of cabinet ministers,
valley. Following the latter, ine omciai statement issued last uigm. the
anH warnpH th
latter of tho de- they will liegin work on the impound- justifying
government
in not termination of those who were
the
ing reservoir near Las Vegas, where
plenary , amnesty,, seems .
Wain
... ,
..
. n
..mmiin
' ,
, .v VUv.
,
"the railroad has surrendered its right stineu
to pave tne way xor a iciusai .,,.. " indlsnutahlA riirhts. Sh ascer- rights
way
elsewhere.
for
of
en- -, tained that the cabinet ministers who
on mo giuuuu mm m
The statehood conferees nave reach- cumstances tne release ot poiuicai ,pl)OBe(j
the movement are marked
meeting
next
no
decision. Their
ed
prisoners, deserving freedom, can be m
ftm, sugKesten to her hearers
will be at the call of the chairman of left to local authorities.
vr,nk the windows of As- .hft.
.... thpvhouse.
the committee.
Notntng couiu oe more irritating vo(
She said she would
the liberals than for the emperor to do tf0 nerseir mit waa very busy
ACTION IN THE HOUSE.
his discretion, granting par- - .pctlna- her hom against tax eollec- Washington. D. C May 24. The don, to the men responsible for the tor8i who
her out.
0 tarve
railroad rate bill will be taken from wholesale arrests which occurred dur- - friends of hIe
Mrs. Montefiore are sup- the speaker's table tomorrow and lng tne winter, and sucn decision is plying her with food,
sent to conference. This action has sure to raise a storm in the lower;
leen decided on by Hepburn, chair- house and to increase the danger of
RIO GRANDE UP
man of the committee on Interstate conflict.
anu ioreign commerce.
The hand of General Trepoff can be
A FOOT TOMORROW
seen in this new shift, and it again
Lock Canal, Says House.
revocounter
spectre
a
of
The sundry civil service bill, when raises tho
SO SAYS THE WEATHER MAN AT
reiorted to tihe house, will appropri lution.
RIVER NOW STANDS
It is announced that Premier Gor- DENVER
ate for the Panama canal on the tia- emykin
will reply tomorrow afternoon
LOW
AT FIVE FEET ABOVE
sis of lock construction. Chairman
to
WATER MARK.
com- to the address of the lower house
Tawney, of the appropriations
growimpression
is
mittee is convinced that a large ma- the throne. The
Reports emanating fnem" Eapanola
if a peaceful Issue is possible
jority ef the house favors that tyipe ing that
the Goremykin cabinet must give way and Denver warn the people o the
of canal.
to another without any previous bu- Rio Grande valley of a rise ot a foot
Cannon's New Tack.
In the river, which may be expected
reaucratic connections.
Speaker Cannon took a new tack
to reach Albuquerque and vicinity tomorrow evening. Engineer Pitt Roes
today when the house met, by sending FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP OF
MASSACHUSETTS GOLF CLUB Is authority for the statement that
word to Curtis, of Kansas, to raiseBoston, Mass., May 24. The- open the state of the river this morning
the poll of "no quorum," when a diilllams, on championship contest of the Massa- was five feel above low water mar.
vlsion was demanded by
the vote to resume consideration of chusetts Golf association began this The highest point reached ey tse
the diplomat and consular bills. Cur- morning on the Montclair course of river last year was about seven feet
tis made the point on no quorum, tak- the Wallaston Golf club. The course aiova low water mark.
ing the wind out of the sails of Wil- Is in excellent condition and everyThe cause of the prophesied rise
liams. Tbe roll call .showed a quorum thing Is favorable for the most satis- is not given by the telegram received
present.
factory results. The tournament be- from the weather bureau at Denver,
gan
his morning, with a
but it is presumed that the general
IN THE SENATE.
medal play qualifying round, in which warm weather Is melting the snow- in the mountains.
Washington. D. C May 24. Chair 32 will qualify for match play at
final.
rounds up to the
"It's getting the time of year for
man Burrows 'has called a meeting of
the Benate committee on privileges The plan of having a club contestsea-in high water," was the way Engineer
Ross put it. "and it is to be ex
and elections, to be held tomorrow, the qualifying round, adopted last
and it is understood that a vote will son by a number of clubs in the met- pected."
be held on the case of Senator Smoot, ropolitan district, has been decided COMPROMISE HAS BEEN
upon.
of Utah.
AGREED ON IN ZION
Pesos Reduced in Value.
IN
Chicago. May 24. All factions enThe bill providing for a reduction OLDEST EDITOR
UNITED STATES DEAD gaged in the struggle for possession
in the weight and fineness of silver
W. F. of ion City and its industries, have
Columbia. Mo., May 24.-:- ol.
used in making Philippine pesos, was Switzler,
nged 87, recognized as the
is of the Unireported favorably to the senate to oldest editor in the United States, agreed that Judge Land
court, shall settle
day. At present, the peso is worm died here today. He established the ted States district
all the points In dispute.
more as silver than as currency.
Columbia Statesman in 1841, and with
Lead and Copper.
the except ion of a few years spent in
WAI TFB MAS BEFN
New Yrk, May 24. Lead, quiet,
writing
Missouri
NOMINATED POSTMASTER. university,the history of the
has been its editor until re- nt $5.75(5 5.95; copper, firm at $18.75
"!..
TV
Mav 24. The tired from
WaKhlnirfnn
work two years ngo. $19.00.
active
president today sent the following
post
ror
senate.
to
nominations
the
masters:
.ew Mexico P. A. F. Walter
Santa Fe.
Texas H. A. Griffin, Galveston.
iJit-Btri-

VERY

But fie Knows

.

Active and Violent in Great

Smoot'LCase Will Probably Is Disinclined to Allow Amnesty For All Political
be Voted on by Senate
Prisoners.
Tomorrow.

Place Big Shipper Gets Money
Scabs and
From Unknown Source

Union Workmen.

iti

ARE

MANY STUMPS

TaRes

Between

ous Relapse.

Enthusiastic.

DEVIL AROUND

COAL FIELDS

Reclamation Service Will Bride and Mother Leave Mrs. Jefferson Davis Has
Is
Taken a Very SeriFor Spain-Cro- wd
Be Active in New
Mexico.

WHIPPING THE

EASTERN OHIO

STANDARD OIL

BY AND LARGE

N'UMUEK 128

Been Arranged

to Consummation

Bring Cut Any Superiority

May 24.

CONFESS
CrFNS

IN

MILAN

International
Automobile rongre-.- i opened here today, to be in Msinn six days. The
delegates, representing Italy, France,
Belgium, Austria, Denmark, Germany,
Kngland, Spain. Switzerland, Russia
and the Fnited States, were welcomed
at the opening of tlio congress by the
mayor of the city. In connection with
the congress an exhibition of automobiles is being held here, which Is
attracting great iu'erest.
Milan,

RED

May

21

MEN HOLD BIG
WOW IN

POW-RHOD-

ISLAND

M iy 24.
I no Red
Providence, R.
Men,
ho are h"!' I'ng their annual
will come to
convention at New
:iag to attend a
Providence this
i

big

pow-wo-

w

h

' f

Red Men. and

more than one t
inarch In the p:tr
cede the pow-wo-

will

i

the opera house !!'
s.ve prepai a' ioiis
have been mail'
'

,e be!

at

'veiling. Kxten-i- i'ie great event

'le
-

ri

I

By

the

Entire Clergy.

The great au
toniobile show and carnival under the
auspices of the New York Automobile
Trade association opened this morn
ing at the Empire City race track,
and will continue for three days. The
formal opening of the show and the
first of the series of contesta will take
place this afternoon. The exhibition
is quite Interesting, and will, undoubtedly, attract a large number of visitors. Not only the large space under
the grand stand has been utilized for
exhibition purposes, but a large tent,
110x205 feet ln size, has been erected
ln the Infield to uccommodate the
large number of automobiles of all
kinds which have been entered for
the exhibition.
The committee in charge of the
show have arranged u list of fifteen
or more of decidely novel contests.
Fourteen of the various contests are
arranged with provisions for the different types of cars. According to
the rules of the contests the competing cars will be divided Into one
cylinder, two cylinders, lour cylinders,
six cylinders or more, and in steam
propelled cars whose horse power is
on accepted formulas.
determined
Among the various contests there will
bo a flexibility contest, an efficiency
test, a power test, a relay race, a reyards dash,
verse gear seventy-fiv- e
an obstacle race, a driving test, a
chauffeurs test for taking off and
putting on tires, etc. In addition to
medals and on pa a certificate will be
awarded to the manufacturer or local
agent of the car winning the event.
AUTOMOBILE

Greeted With

Great Enthusiasm

That May Exist.
New York,

Is

local

tribes

expected that
members will

'birh

will nre- -

Dos Moines,

Iowa,

May 24

he-di-

the quarters and barracks fund, under
the quartermaster general. This will
be distributed for construction of
buildings at about thirty army posts
in various parts or tne country. The
schedulo of work Includes quarters for
civilian engineers at Fort Hancock, N.
x.: one six set. bachelor quarters,
with general mess and club room, at
Fort Jay, N. Y.; one set of colonel's
quarters at Madison bnrracks N. Y.;
and one subsistence store house and
one quartermaster's shop at Fort
Terry, N. i.
Tho money Is avail
able only up to July 1, by which time CASSATT TO SAIL ON
it will be turned back to the treasury.
SCHEDULE TIME.
and it la necessary, therefore, to make
May 24. A. J. Cassatt,
London,
contracts so as to obtain the benflts president of
the Pennsylvania Railof the funds made available.
road company, early ln the week,
asked the White Star line for resBIG DOG SHOW IN
MINEOLA, LONG ISLAND ervation of accommodations i:n thdr
Mineola, L. I., May 24. The fourth steamer leaving here May" 2fi, thinkannual dog show of the Ladles' Ken ing possibly that he might have to
net association opened on the Mineola cut his holiday short. Yestreday,
fair grounds today and will last two however, he cancelled this , 4ooklng
days. The American Kennel club rules and retained his original engagement
will govern the exhibition and the of passage for two months hence.
usual breeds have been recognized
The number ofentries and the quality ACTORS' CHURCH ALLIANCE HOLGS Bl GCONVENTION
of the dogs exhibited Is unusually
promising. A largo list of prizes will
Providence, It. I., May 24. There
Ik?
are are several hundred delegates ln atawarded.
The judges
B. M. Oldham of New York; C. O tendance at the national invention of
Hopton, East Orange, N. J.; Dr. J. E. the Actors Church alliance, which
Do Mund, Bensouhurst, L. I.; Joseph which opens here today. The ProviB. Thomas,
Jr., Simsbury, Conn.; dence chapter has made elaborate
Miss A. Brownell, Proveldence, R. I.; preparations for the reception and enWilliam O. Rockefoller, Greenwich tertainment of the visiting delegates
Conn.; O. W. Donner, Marmaroneck, and have worked hard to make the
N. Y.. and W. V. Kendricks, Philadel convention a great success. The first
business meriting will be held this
phia, Pa.
afternoon, when the delegates will be
New York Money Market.
formally welcomed by the mayor and
New York, May 24. Money ion call the head of the local chapter. Tomorsteady, at 3 41 per cent;
prime row night a public reception ln honor
per cent of the vlstlng delegates will be held
mercantile paper,
Bar silver, 67 c.
at the Crown Hotel.

44,4

"I do

solemnly declare, and here publicly
announce, that a basis of reunion and
union is now l.i full force and effect
and that the Cumberland Presbyterian church la now reunited with
tho Presbyterian church in the United
Slates as one church." With these
words uttered before the general assembly today Moderateor Hunter Cor-heofficially established
the union.
assemblage
The big eccleciastical
burst Into a storm of rejoicing. When
the vote was taken only two men had
the temerity to record their voice
against union. They were Dr. Win.
Iurle of Pellefonte, Pa., and Rev.
Roger F. Cressey of Jacksonville. Ills.
Both men said their vote was dictated
by conscience and at their request
there negative vote was recorded.
tt

SOME EXAMPLES OF FOR INTERNATION
CHURCH BIGOTRY

AL ARBITRATION

Greenville, S. C, May 24. Victory
by one vote was the record for Dr. W.
B. Caldwell of Fort Worth, Texas, today In the case Involving indirectly
the charge of bersy againBt him, ln
the general assembly of the Southern

Mohonk Lake, N. Y., May 24. The
Urke Mohonk conference on International Arbitration Is to hold Its twelth
annuel meeting the last of this month,
and will, as usual, be attended by
many prominent men. This conference, which ten years ago was a mere
handful of private citizens, now holds
a position of considerable national
and International Importance, and its
rapid growth suggests that even a
more or less dry subject when hadled
in practical terms can command public attention.
As a matter of fact, the study of
International arbitration is both instructive and interesting. On the general subject of peace the public is
greatly devided ln opinion. But when
the .Mohonk conference divorced international arbitration as a subject
for consideration front the hihgly controversial question of universal peace,
it opened tho way to profitable discussion of a great principle in which
statesmen and practical men of affairs
could unite with millenial dreamers
and philanthropists.
International arbitration lias made
rapid strides in recent years. The
first Hague conference brought about
The Hague Tribunal, which has already settled Kur eases, involving
eleven nations, and has made posslblti
tho settlement of several others, notably the delicate North Sea controversy.
In spite of the failure of arbitration
treaties negotiated by the I'nited
States, more than forty such treaties,
most of which are ln effect, have been
negotiated
between other nations,
and at least two of them provide that
all questions of dispute, of whatever
nature, shall be refrred to The Hague.
Theso facts, together with the peaceful outcome of tho Algeclras conference and the Interest manifested in
tho approaching Hague meeting, bear
witness that the public is rising to
recognition and support of a meritorious principle.

I'resbyterlan

church.

Put on Index Expergatorius.
has
Home, May 24. Tho vatlcan
come Into possession of the proofs of
a new book by the Abbe lloutln, which
will certainly arouse heated discussion
SAVE5 EXPENSE TO
both on account of the author and
NAVY DEPARTMENT. the subject matter. The book is enWashington. D. C, May 24. The titled "The Biblical Question in the
It will be reNavy Department has been materially Twentieth Century."
benefitted in its relations with the membered that Abbe Houtlu wrote
contractors who have been engaged on another book, entitled, "The Biblical
Ihe $ln,iMiii,"iH rejuvenation of the Question in tho Nineteenth Century,"
Naval Academy by a special board which was widely read by students,
which has been In commission
for but was put on tho Index Kxpurga-toriusthree vears, and which is composed of
The new publication summarizes the
Rear Admiral W. C. Field, I'. S. N.,
Biblical discussionsin the different
rctliv.l; Commander Walter F.
countries, recalling the famous lecwho is in charge of the
i Miig experimental
station at the ture of IK'litzsch, "Babel and Bible,"
Kngineer and the famous letter of Fmperor
Na1. al Ac ademy, and Civil
A. C. Cunningham, who is attached William, and gives also a full acto the bureau of yards and docks In count of Abbe Ixiisy's theories. An
the Navy Department, and who is re- important part of the work concerns
corder as well as member of the the Biblical question in Home, referThis board has Investigated ring to the institution of the Biblical
hoard.
the various claims of tho contractors Commission and the attitude of I'ope
and lias saved much expense to the Pius X.
The last chapter of the book relates
in
gov eminent and the contractors
settling disputes involving extension to tho Biblical discussion in the FJig-lischurch, stating that in no other
of time, changes ordered by tho department ami damages generally. At Christian church lias the B:b!e been
one time It looked as If tho Navy De- so studied as among Kngllsh speaking
highly
Abbe
Iloutin
partment would never reach satisfac- Protestants.
tory settlement of some of the claims, praises the scientific works of the
which became complicated by all English Protestants, saying they are
sons of assertions and the mutipllcity of the "greatest utility, constituting
ef changes which had been made in long, fatiguing and expensive studies,
ihe original plans and specifications. courageously undertaken and loyally
The Field board has wrought with so and rapidly carried out, even on subjects which In their nature seem remuch success that general satisfaction prevails. The board will remain served to the students of Mm Hotnan
Catholic church."
la exigence tintjt the new naval acadllecite.i as an example the Bil Ileal
emy is completed.
dictionaries of Hastings and Cheyne,
which, he mys, '.'represents a glory
BRITISHERS IN BOSTON
CELEBRATE EMPIRE DAY not only f r the es:ablis!iod church in
Boston. Mass.. May 24. All the England, but also for the Scottish
British societies of this city will Join church and for the F.uglish Presbyin a ;i: bumiiiet at the Exchange Club terian churches, which contributed to
to celebrate ICmpiiv day. them."
The general opinion in the
Maiiv prominent guests from Wash- - Vatican circles is, however, t lint the
New York and other large new book of Abbe iloutin will also be
ingg
cities, are invited ami will undoubt- placed on the index of forbidden
books.
edly a'!' a
."

Wor-thii.gi'i- ii.
en-gi- m

l

i

NEGRO RESCUED BEFORE
LYNCHING PROVED FATAL
Kansas City. .May 21. At Kosedale.
Kan., near here, early today a crowd

attempted to lynch n negro, Muuroo
Talvers, who was found under the bed
of a while woman. Before hu had
been strangled he was cut down by
the police and taken to the station,
lie will recover.
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We Carry a Large and

U'f art

of Albuquerque.

Cl Moic, Otnttttie.

Of the choicest

Perfumes Imported and domestic. Some are
quite high priced, while others
cost so little any one can afford to have them. We have
alio an exceptionally complete
assortment of Toilet Goods.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

we hive not failed before, that your
and you can rely upon It,
nonay U not thrown away. We have also rented hundred of houses
well at eold nearly everything we have sdver- by our want d,
t(ed through them.

TFf PPMfiNF
your

buy,

anj

phone

d'-e- i't,

send

th8

'v7eni

ALBUQUERQUE

capital

Union m Postal

gra,pn offlceg for M A D T mewenger
ad with the cash to The Citizen office, or tele-

first-clas-

s
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

INTEREST

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Time:
and strictly private.
One
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rate
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms $ and 4, Grant Bldg.
IIS West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

,

Look Out For
Germs in Milk

s

Carnation
Cream

'

I

rlrsi-cias-

Ua-fa-

-

.

Hit-le- r

Tan-orio-

ls

tt

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

GROCERY
AND MEAT MARKET
FOR 8ALE.

. OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

Building for sale or rent.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

PROPOSITION.

A PAYING

6V

SANTA FE

RY.

PORTERF1ELD COMPANY.
110 We. Gold Avenue.
Notarial

work

FIRST NATIONAL

conveyancing.

and

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

Offletva and Director.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD
M. W. FLOURNOT
,M
FRANK McKHEJ
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDQ .

LAWYERS.
Bernard 8. Rodey.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-J-AWAlbuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts ot the territory and befote the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAVV-

.

32

N. W., Washington,

.....

D. C.

.

Office Crcm

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

DENTISTS.
DR.

J.

Depositor

.Jft3BJBJF"'
..flOO.OOOvM

$250,000.01

for Atchison, Topeka

Santa

JT

Railway Company

lOOl
g

YOUR ACCOUNT

$

IS WELCOME

AT THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.

t

DIRECTORS.

DR. R. L..HUST,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.

6--

DEPOSITORY.

....

E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
No. 806 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mail.
PHYSICIANS.
Office,

.

President
...TKse President
Cashier
Aehtant Cashier
Director

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit

F street

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.,..., ......

C.

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
patents,
letter
trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.

High-Frequen- cy

CK. W. G. SHADRACH,

pui-pos-

'

surplus, $100,000

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

1

'

m

On

$8

I

NEW MEXICO

or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

WANTED.
A
WANTiiD
cook at the
P
Let Us Show Them
Vendonte hot 1, at once.
Tn Rrama Cmrww will ba deliaereo' In the Rev. Rufus P. .Johnston, D. I)., who
WANTED Two unfurnished rooms on
taV the lav rate e IV eente ear weak, er far
to You.
Highlands. Call at 1122 S. Arno St.
eeate aae atenth. whew peie nontkly,
has just resigned as pastor of the
Experienced sawyer for
WANTED
New
Fifth
Baptist
Avenue
church.
&lTirtlit. Rates Made luwn 01 Application
circular sawmill; good wages. Apply
York, la reported to be John D. Rockeroom 5, Whiting Block, city.
m all eeafer a farar a rf aatlfrtra at feller's choice for president of the
Remember, we give the utl.mW
r
SwemteUelT an tar
iha per.
University of Chicago, to succeed ithe
WANTED Teams, for logging and
most care to our prescription
tetter, ana remittance, .houle ba aldrwiwl tri late President Harper. The Fifth
ITTea
jumter hauling, at Maine, Ariz. For
department, and have the confiurT"ji Pt'ai.ian'HO Comumt Drart. Avenue Baptist church is John D.'s
particulars, address the J, M. Dendence of all the physicians.
aa.iaa, awtort ed ..preae wwrter rVr church,
Is
east.
when he
in the
nis Lumber Co., Rhoades, Ariz.
aeet ka autde parable la tar ardar ef tht
eaaeaar.
WANTEDAoodTiurse-gi- rl
;
one
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
ball-o- n
owned by Oscar T. Handler,
wiho will assist with second work.
eVartnmatle IBS
Colorm'o I' of Holoken, carrying also Stephen J. 0
EA8T RAILROAD AVE.
Apply to Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld, 1009
Chalmers, a rerter, sailed after the 5
Tljeras road.
Bldg.
New
Reynolds'
Opposite
first balloon, with the determination
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanIS
NOT
HUMOR
of beating it, both in length of time
0XK0X)XOXKOOOCOt
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
sp'ent in the clouds and In distance
south of viaduct. Send address and
The Fros landed in Ardsley
A RELIABLE DENTIST
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
DEAD IN FRISCO traveled.
at 11:30 o'clock, afier an exciting SEEK
WANTED Good men, any number
trip.
for rock work; southern Arizona;
Dr. Thomas'
balloon, the largest Full Set of Teeth
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran- $6.00
Gold Crowns
up
ever
sent
America,
In
and
first
the
Plenty of Fun in the Refugee purchased by a member of the Amer- Gold Filling
$1.50 Up
teed for three years. Inquire Abra
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
ican Aero club, has a capacity of 60.-0- Painless Extracting ...,50c
avenue, under Elite rooming house
Camps, Where Witty
cubic feet. In giving It a trial
he was prepared ty remain up at least ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
MALE HELP WANTED.
ANTEED.
Signs Are Placed.
two days, if the gas kept Its buoy-WANTED Branch manager ; f20
ancy that long. He stored provisions
caeh, weekly. Live at home. Exin the basket, took sufficient coats to:
perience unnecessary. No canvass
altitude,'
keep
warm
him
high
a
at
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
SHOWING
RECUPERATIVE
SPIRIT
and tried to make himself and his'
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
companion, Charles Leve, thoroughly!
Minn.'
comfortable.
San Francisco, Cal., May 24. Did
WANTED Good nieh any number
Dr.
Thomas
signed
five
bail'
secured
you ever notice that after a fellow
for rock work; southern Arizona;
has bad a tooth pulled or been bonds for 1300 each, which die gave ROOM 12, B. F. COPP.
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranN..T.
ARMIJO
BUILDING
his
to
chauffeur,
to
with
Instructions
through some oUkt dreadful trial,
teed for three years. Inquire Abrathe balloon In the automobile
he becomes good spirited to the verge follow
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
speed,
at
full
if
arrested,
and
to use
of wittiness? Well, it's Just so with a
avenue, under Elite rooming house
ball bond and continue the chasei
the San Franciscans who have been A
searchlight aboard the big 'balFOR RENT.
through the horrors of earthquake and
Are, and are even now living in the loon enabled watchers to trace it in
FOR RENT One room
for light
wanderings
its
back and forth acroos
street, half fed and shivering. You
housekeeping. 616 West Coal ave.
up
river
the
and sound, almost
to Its
can't cook much on a stove made of
FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
No other food product is so liable
loose bricks and shutters of twisted landin.
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 624
Suaday,
Next
from the Philadelsheet Iron. Half burned boards, old phia gas
lo be infected with disease germs
West Railroad avenue.
works, Leop. Stevens and
window hllnds and such don't protect
is
food
there any
in which
nor
"board-a- nd
FOR" RENT First-clasLevee will start in an aerial
against cold winds, rains and dust, Charles
they
multiply
iby
room,
rapidly
milk.
in
day,
so
as
or
week
The
month.
race.
S'evens will navigate a 38,000but the proprietors of these street
Greene hotel, 523 South First street.
Your milkman may be an inballoon cf his own make, and
kitchens go r'sa.l on, happily boiling Lfoot
FOR RENT A store room, with a
Levee will ipilot th French Orient,
nocent messenger of evil.
their eggs and passing their jokes now
itwelve-roohouse connected; also
the T"operty of the Aero club.
Your grocer will sell you
.
down the line of shanties hidden by
modern houses of from three to six
improvised
cloud
from
smoke
of
the
rooms.
W. H. McMillion, real es,
TIMBER SALE ON
Move pipes.
tate broker, 211 West Gold avenue.
Sometimes the cook is a fine lookFOR RENT Nice furnlslieu rooms,
ing woman in silk skirt and woolen
JEMEZ RESERVE,
with electric lighti and bath, for
wweater borrowed from her base ball
housekeeping
and sleeping
son. A male cook working in a 4x6 WILL BE CONSUMMATED WITHIN
liht
purposes.
Inquire at corner of
kitchen of corrugated Iron on Pine
A SHORT TIME EXPERT AGENT
Railroad avenue and Fourth street.
street was attired in the upper part
NOW INVESTIGATING.
Over hardware store.
of a princess gown. Tuxedo pantaloons, one patent leather slipper and
FOR RENT Cottage flats of two to
Forest Inspector Karl W. Woodard
(Starilizad)
four rooms, nicely furnished for
one ladies' tan sihce. Hie laughed at of Washington, D. C, arrived in
housekeeping, $10 and $12. Very
It's safe.
his Job and threw slapjacks as high Elinta Fe Tuesday night from the
A pure, sterilized,
cheap for the summer, or will board
In the air as the lest female cook on Jemes reserve, where, with the assistevaporated milk and cream.
by tie week or month very reasonance of two forest rangers he has
the gutter.
Nothing
only the
added,
and
able. Mrs. E. K. Norris, 524 John
On a 4x4 wooden kitchen, In a Fill- be'fn looking over conditi-onprepar--'
taken
the
and
bacteria
water
away
street, east end of viaduct.
more street gutter, is this:
atory to the tale of a large amount
destroyed.
of timber, for wiich an application
FOR SALE.
haB been received
by the forest Carnation Cream naad In makins Chicken CroDUGAN'S INN.
house,
New four-rooservice of the department of the In- - quette, will aira them richaaai and flavor that's FOR SAiLlO etc.
But Dugan's Out.
E07 North Twelfth
with bath,
unequalled.
street.
There is little, doubt but tnat the
A very recherche affair,' made all
FO
R S ALE Fresh Jersey cows, at
projected
will
wood,
be
consummated,
sale
stove
pipe,
a
real
with
and
of
ARIZONIAN SUES
Kelly's, five and one-hal- f
miles
as after ihavlng carefully gone over
in Geary treet, bears this:
FOR YUMA LAND.
south of city.
the reserve Mr. Woodard has decided' Papers in a" suit
will involve
that
that there is a vast amount of ma- the title tj forty acres of land within FOR SALE A saddle mare, cheap.
PALACE HOTEL.
Inquire of Mrs. J. W. McQuade, No.
tured timber which can be cut with the corporate limits of Yuma, Ariz.,
Guests are requested to re-234 North Walter street.
- port to the management any in- - benefit, and for the advantage of the are
.being prepared by Attorney Shergovernment as well as of the re- idan A. Carlisle,
civility on the part of employes.
FOR SALE Two sets ot snelvlng,
of Los Angeles.
maining timber. The sale, however,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
General Stephen Sumner, a wealthy
re-has
delayed,
awaiting
been
the
' cattleman of Arizona, is the plaintiff
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter.
In Sacramento street is a kitchen
port
E.
S.
Bruce,
expert
of
timber
ad
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
ten feet high, made ot scantling and agent
to
action. The land In question
the
of
service,
who
left Is within half a mile of the business FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
the forest
old Winds. It bears this:
e
for the reserve Monday for the
piano, In fine condition and almost
of Yuma and is surrounded by
making a thorough, examina- center
of
For particuLew, at a bargain.
substantial improvements. According
ST. FRANCIS HOTEL.
tion cf conditions.
lars, call at this office.
to toe
'he
Please don't talk to the elevator
Mr. Wloodard, who is an enthusiast filed a claim made by Sumwer,
on a quarter uection FOR SALE A
double-ba- r
boy.
in his line of work, is very favorably of landhomestead
twenty years ago. The land
reled,
shotgun;
bran new
impressed with New
Mexico, and now In dispute was a quarter
of land
never hag been used; one of th
At the lower end of Fillmore street saya that he has especially enjoyed
on.
filed
Before Sumner filed his
best makes. Call at The Citizen ot
snitter Is a kitchen made of sheet Iron,
time he has spent in its forests.
proof, he claims the forty acres
flee for particulars.
stair railings, reed mats and bed the
reports (that those who find time final
He
were
patent
jumped.
He received a
quilts. On thin:
FOR SALE My general merchandise
'are making good catches of fish near irom the government
acres,
120
for
business located four miles from
San Antonio. He will remain in Santa 'but the title to
forty acres Is still
Belen. A rare chance for some one
Garden of th Gods.
Fe today, when he will return to the vested in the the
government,
although
Beware of the Dog.
to step into a nice money-makin- g
Jemez reserve to o:mplete is work the land is claimed by the men who
business. Will bear full investigaof Investigation.
says
Sumner
Jumped it.
Another shack in Fillmore street
tion. Good reason for selling. Call on
or address, Chas. Mann, Publltos, N.
Sore Nippies.
bears this:
if
Rich
as
Not
as
Rockefeller.
A cure may be effected by applying
Mex.
If you had all the wealth of RockeChamberlain's Salve as sonti ae the feller,
The Rustlcana.
Oil magnate, you FOR SALE A largenirrcantile busiStandard
tfie
child is done nursing. Wipe it off could not buy a better medicine for
ness, enjoying a most excellent
Run by the Rustic Anna.
with a soft cloth before allowing the! bowel complaints than Chamberlain's
trade, and controlling business for
to
Many
nurse.
nurses
child
trained
a large scope of country; or will
Another tells this stc.Ty just above
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
this salve with the best results. The most
cell half. Can engaBe in the sheep
the hole through which it is endeav- use
physician can not
eminent
per
25
by
Price
cents
box.
Sold
all prescribe a better preparation
ored to coax the smolre:
and cattle business; also gristmill.
for
druggists.
Good bargain for some energetic
colic and diarrhoea, both for children
man with from $6,000 to $8,000 to
and adults. The unifor msuccess of
Went down in tie quake
invest. Call at The Citizen office
MOUNTED POLICE NEWS
this remedy has shown It to be suAnd went up in the fire.
f.w particulars.
perior to all others. It never fails,
We have liver and cake.
But our beds might be drier.
RANGER STEWART RESIGNS AR- and when reduced with water and FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch;
to take.
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of
REST OF RAMON
TONORIO, sweetened, it 1 pleasant
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
Remember, these rfople have lx'en
CHARGED
WITH ASSAULT
TO Every family should be supplied with
it. Sold by all druggists.
farming Implements.
Two
practically living in the street for a
KILL.
houses, iarn, and largo corral. Only
mouth. All cooking is done in these
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
St).w.Mounted
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
Policeman W. R.
gutter kitchens, and every day since
Plenty of
government reservation.
the big shock there have been one or art, who was appointed from Aztec'
fTTnmeKtnnrt Pntrv Vn ItP'iSl
water. Price. $4,500. Easy terms.
two lUtle shocks, which caused the county, yesterday resigned his posi- Department of the Interior, Iand of- N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
radius to dash into the streets with tion as a member of the mounted ix
nce at santa Fe, n. m., April zo,
212 West Gold avenue.
their crocheting, where they usually lice force. Stewart is now in El Paso.
1906.
found their men folks had already ar- Texas, from which city hia resignafolLOST.
Notice is hereby given that the
rived. In addition to thJr culinary tion was mailed.
containing
settler has filed no- LOST A black hand-baOn c:mpla!nt of i number of citi- lowing named
troubles, the people have no light save
Anal
tice of Ills intention to make
money, letter and two postal cards,
candle light Standard Oil company zens cf Stanley, Mounted Policemen proof In supports
of his claim, and
on Broadway, south of viaduct. Reinarafflne candles, three for ten ceivts. It. G. Putnam, Julius Meyers ami
that said proof will be made before
turn to 218 South Walter street,
Gomez arretted four men
who thenrobate
U is a dead wearisome calamity that
county
clerk of Hcrnalillo
and receive reward.
valley wl'h twenty-twyour Uncle John D. can't copper with bft the
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June
horses, which. It is alleged, were t;at mtifi.
bis little oil can or one of bis by.Tpkm
viz.FOUND.
r.amisL v linez.of
products and make a winning on it. stolen In that vicinity. The officers Carpenter. Bernalillo county. New FoYn D
Yale'keysT'Will
hunt'h'of
caught up with 111.' men on the east
ion't it?
tnesoum-wes- t
lie
or
at The Citiowner
.Mexico,
west
tor
the
nair
to
returned
,
side of Belle Pasture, near Tucum-carlquarter of section 12. township
zen ollit'e uiKin payment for this nothem,
but
and
travarrested
the
?t
Ifl nnrth rflnin
tice.
LONG VOYAGE IS MADE
n:it
elers produced bills of silc, showing
He names the following witnesses
For a painful burn there is nothall
that
pur,
bad
been
the
animals
BY BIG BALLOON
ing like lie Witt's Witch Hazel Salve.
chased, and were InuneJia ely r- to prove his continuous residence
land,
said
oof
cultivation
and
nion
eleased.
There ave a host of Imitations of Do
viz.:
WHEN BIG AIRSHIP LANDS. MAN
Witt's Wi'eh Hazel Salve on the maMounted Police Officer It. C.
Garcia,
Jaramillo,
Pedro
GETS TANGLED IN ROPES AND
,
on Saturday arrested Kanion
rketsee that you get the genuine.
Gutierrez,
Olgttin
Francisco
Ilario
and
IS CARRIED 100 FEET BEFORE
Ask for lieWitt's. Good, too, for suncharged with assault tj kill a ali of Carpetner,
Mexico.
New
RESCUED BY AERONAUTS.
burn, cuts, bruises, and osiKKially
brakeman named Fisher, in the emOTERO,
It.
MANUEL
ploy of the Santa Ke C utral raihoad
reconinieiuied
for piles. The name
Register.
A New York dispatch, dated May
R ( DcWiit & Co., Chicago, is on
Titiorio, who is a sheep liearder. was
21, says:
Two balloon uscensious
every Lex. sold by J. H. O'Kielly &
in the Manzano mountains.
Postmaster Robbed.
were made today from the Union gaj arrested
He wis taken to
tancia, given a
G. W. Fonts, iiostmaster at River-ton- , Co.
works in the Bronx. The Nirvana, hearing
before a justice of the peace
la., nearly lost his life and was
owned by Dr. Julian P. Thomas,
mi Ixmds.
robbed of all comfort, according to FIND THfc CHICKtRINli iTURF.
tliusiantic aeronaut, made a success- and release
his letter, which says: "For 20 years
ful trip, but after landing In the darkA
otxl complexion is impossible
Wherever you go, you will find the
ness at Peokskill, almost bud a fatal with the stomueh out of order. If I had turonlc liver complaint, which
piano store that represents CheckermlHhap.
pasty, sail, w, people would pay more I'd to suchmya severe case of jaundice
yeling
even
finger
that
nails turned
riuns to bo the best p!aco to
When Wilfr il Croft, on wlio.se farm attention to t'.eir stomach and
low; when r.iy doctor prescribed Elec- look fur piauoj of less expensive
the ball on alighted at 8:3u o'clock, to th- - k in i,n their faces, ihey
would tric Bitters; which
and
grade.
me
cured
came to its occupant's assistance, have better e mplexions. KODOL,
The i: une Chlckerlng is in itself
in 'the ropes of the FOR DYSPEPSIA, will digest what have Kept me well for eleven years."
he was
Siir.,.
cure for Biliousness, Neuralgia, almost a guarantee of that store's
balloou, which Unmeet) in the air, you eat and put your stomach back
IJver,
meih.i.is. you may safely depend upon
dragging him along, head downward, In the riglit shape to do its own work. Weakness and all Stomach,
Kidney and Bladder derail gemeuW. A its advice a.x to tho other niaRea it
for 100 feet, 'before the
aeronauts Kodol relieves palpitation
of the
wttPrt able to get it to the ground.
heart, flatulence, sour stomach, heart- wonderful tonic. At all drug stores. ban. lbs. J., ow Mexico the dickering is represented solely by
The Nirvana sailed away ai 4:45 burn, etc. S id by J. 11. O Rielly 5u cents.
o'clock, and at ti:0 the Kros, a small & Co.
Citizen Want ads bring results.
THE WHITSON
MUSIC CO.

by Ctrrlcr, 60c per month

0

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can sreore it for you by a small
The Evening Citizen. It only costs
Z want ad. in

zxixama

Ofnli Pape
u4 Jt
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sucatD
PRESIDENT

CITIZ,

EVENING

O. N. MARRON.
WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN.
I. A. DYE.
E. A. MI ERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOt
"OLD RBLIABLE"

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 813H West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
p. n
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
Practice

A. BORDERS,

Commercial Club Building. Black
and white hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
Spencer
W.
F.
and V. O. Walling
,
ford, rooms
Barnett building
AlbuquerquA. N. M. Both 'phones.
LAND MATTERS.
H. W. S. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land offica
CIVIL ENGINEER.

L.

ESTABLISHED 1871

g. RUTNEY

WHOLESALE

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. at.
SAVE

TROUBLE

AND

EXPENSE,

As well as sickness and possibly k8
of life, by having defective plumbing
taken out and up to date sanitary
plumbing put into your home. We'll
tit you tip a model bath room, with
gas heating attachment for hot water,
at a reasonable cost.
We carry the finest line of gardeD
bote in the city.

J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
NOTARY PUBLIC
Thos. K. D. Mrddleon,
Office with W. B. Childers, 117
Gold avenue.

GROCER

Vat

VETERNINARIAN.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Office, 424 North Second street.
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
A. L. Morgan.
INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
911 North
Second street, Albuquer-

The

que, N. M.
SHAMPOOING

AND MASSaGE.
Shampooing and facial massage;
will give treat ment at home or nt office. Room 19, Elite bottl. Mrs. M.
F. Breen.
TAXES

NOW

ARE

DUE.

WILL BECOME DELINQUENT
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

Standard Heating & Plumbing
Auto phone, 671.

J. C. 1LVLDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAIN- T(overs more, looks best, wears

BHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

longest. most
measure.
.

economlacl,

full

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

-

Always In
PAPER
6,ock'
faster, Lime, Cement,
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.

BUILDING

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

GROSS, KELLY

8c

MEXICO.

CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

Or. King's

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

WITH

couch

Co,

Colo., Red 284.

CURE the LUNGS

KILLthc
and

AND
ON

e
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New Discovery
0Nr,JY;PT!0N
arid
FORCi OUUiS
OLDS

Pries
50c 1 $1.00
Free Trial.

Barest and Uii.cn :st Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONKl BACK.
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ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR
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Recruits

Closing-Po- or
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For the Army.
FINE TYPE

SELF-MAD-

As a City Grows, the Builders of the More Beautiful Homes
ALWAYS SEEK THE HIGHER GROUND

MAN

E

fe

Incorrect Reports of Royal
Visitations Been Subject
of Gossip.

ITT

Special to Tlie Evening Citizen.
London, May 24. During the last
In
regard to
week the situation
Turkey was vying for supremacy In
1 "tTl'ViHTiltrUWl
the public mind with the closing of
the social season In town.
The royal laniily has been extreme
1 1
ly active and the social program for
rest of the month forecasts an ex
ceedinly brilliant ending to a more
than usually brilliant social season,
notwithstanding that owing to the
' L,"ininUMiT-f- - 'r-- ff " ink rairwiilh iMniVg iiBiTTTiVil 30EEEnW3H3ZS5Xi
'TTtfit iWJ-wiiflrin wT iiTw
fact that their majesties are In mourn
lng for King Christian, the state balls
have been omitted from the. calendar
this year.
altogether, and had served in South
the war.
The king spent a part of the week Africa during the whole ofcourt
marby
a
was
district
tried
He
second
attending
the
Newmarket,
at
evl- spring meeting there, and returned tial, and there was a conflict of
was
or
was
he
as
whether
to
denece
re
17th.
The
to Buckinham on the
port that the king and queen will not not drunk. The court having founa
The ever uniform quality of
first court on May him guilty, he was reduced to theIf rank
le present at therepresented
he
means
that
corporal.
This
of
Blatz Wiener means
by
the
25. but will be
e
years service
Prince and Princess of Whles, has completes twenty-onprinciples are praca
of Is. 8d
been denied, and their majesties will he will retire on a pension
counting
and,
6d.,
2s.
day
of
at
brewery
ticed
the
Instead
on
Buckingham
Palace
be present at
pay during the next
both May 25 and June 1. The first also his loss ofmeans
ofthat for an
court is to be a diplomatic and of five years, ItIn a civilian
would prob
fense which
flcial ceremonial.
On May 26 the Duke of Connaught ably Involve no punishment at all
time
Is to sail for Madrid to attend the the man was not on duty at the pun
wedding of King Alfonso and Princess of his aliened drunkenness he is
substantial
Ena of Battenburg, set apart for ished for life, suffersresult
of sixIgnominy, forfeits the
June 1.
teen years' good service, and will be
The most critical exactness is
nunoreu
several
The Turkish situation has called fined altogether
than 1,500,
attention to the criticisms of the army pounds, probably not less age.
exercised in every process.
that have been appearing In the If he lives to an average
why Blatz Beers are
papers from time to time and much
OF BIBLE
reference has been made to the re
always the same.
ASSEMBLING.
SCHOOL
lection of recruits by recruiting of
Nashville, Tenn.. May 24. The reficers, without consultation with the
VALCLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
of former students of the Nashunion
officers
medical
ERNEST MEYERS & CO., Whnlemlc Dealer.
mornopened
this
school
Bible
ville
8L0U0
appears
of
a
of
total
that
It
Albuquerque, New ilexlto.
White
aspirants for the shilling, 20,382 were ing at the schooloneon Granny alumni
Always th Sam Oood Old "Dla.tr
thousand
Ussm
rejected by the recruiting officers turnpike.. Nearly
STERN, SCHLOSS & CO., Wholesale Dealers. Telephone Automatic, 177.
17,(181 were refused by the
medical and alumnae were in attendance at
is
corps, and of the 42,986 attested, but the opening session. The reunion
Christ-Ia35,561, or less than 50 per cent of the held under the auspices of the
church, which is maintaining the
whole, were finally passed. That so
lurge a percentage of volunteers school.
During the morning addresses were
should fail to pass is regarded as
by David Lipscomb, editor
delivered
In
view of the
most extraordinary,
founder
fact that the present standard Is con of the Gospel Advocate,A. and
Hardy, forthe school: Prof. J.
sldered very moderate in Us demands of
school, and
The recent army census developed merly president of the Bible
college,
president of Potter
the fact that of 254.748 men In ser now
shal Coles, Floyd claimed that Ue was
Green. Ky.; Prof. J. N. CHASE DIES FROM
vice, only 16,162 are under 19 years of Bowling president
being pursued by Indians.
Western
of
Armstrong,
the
of age, thus discrediting the opinion
M. B. Chase, formerly in the em
The city marshal was on his way
Odessa,
college,
of
Bible
Literary
and
ana
that has prevailed both here
ploy 6f E. M. Young, of Silver City, down Grand avenue with Ills rifle, to
president
M.
Jones,
Mo.,
S.
Prof.
and
largeabroad that the present army is
night at El Paso, Tex., shoot a dog when he was notified of
of Beamsvllle, Ont., Bible Bchool, both died Sunday
ly composed of boys.
With 100 pounds of dynamite a wrecking crew hat reduced the famous Ferris wheel to a tangled pita of
a.
Mr. Chase was the actions of the drink-craze- d
man.
the latter navlng been former stu- of
well and favorably known in Silver Floyd In the meantlmo had gone to Junk at St. Louis. This is the end of a structure that long rivaled the Eiffel tower of Paris, it wx designed
Louder and louder grow the protests dents of the Nashville Bible school.
and built for the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893, and cost $700,000 to erect. It was wholly of
The school was founded fifteen City, and his many friends will re- Lincoln Park. When the officer apagainst the motor 'bus, which, I unteel and consisted of a huge wheel, 264 feet high, when mounted on its support. Swinging in the rim of the
to learn of his untimely demise. proached Floyd pulled his pistol,
derstand, has been Introduced to scime years ago. During tne nrst nve years gret
wheel were cars the size of small street cars, for carrying passengers.
was a member of Silver City lodge, threatening, but let his hand drop at
extent in New York. The noise of the institution was regarded as an He
The wheel was easily the feature of the exposition, ana occupied a commanding position In the Midway
a demand from the marshal, who levthese machines has completely un- experiment, but now it is firmly es No. 1, A. O. U. W.
eled his formidable looking rifle at Plaisance. After the exposition it was removed to a summer garden In Chicago, and later to Coney Island, and
done the good work accomplished In tablished, and Its permanency is in- HOUSE ROBBED
him.
then to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis.
the repavlng of the principal streets. sured. The founder of theagoschool.
DURING ABSENCE.
Floyd
a
is
tent
of
the
member
gave
little
years
some
Lipscomb,
on
carry
Elder
Impossible
virtually
Is
to
It
n
Mrs. Frank McMaln of Silver City colony on Tenth street, between
conversation In an ordinary tone of to the school his home place. Since went
Deming, Saturday evening,
to
Lincoln
avenue.
and
school'
to
added
has
or
the
this
donation
In
walking
Strand
the
while
voice
the children in charge of the
Considerable agi the building a boy's dormitory and an leaving During
In Regents street.
her absence the child DESPERATE CUTTING AFtatlon has been started In the papers imposing college building. One hund- house.
town, leaving the
FRAY AT PHOENIX.
ren
went
down
now
are
seventyflve
students
place
of
red
the
in
and
for an electric vehicle
When Mrs. McMaln
Juan Rodriguez was more nearly
noisy and evil smelling contrivance attending the school, to which mem- house unlocked. Deming
Sunday, she skinned alive than any other man ever
bers of both sexes are admitted. As returned from
at present used.
the name of the institution indicates, found that some one had entered the seen in these parts, says the Phoenix WALLS
MORTAR
MADE
WITH
It is generally believed that the the study of the Bible Is a prominent premises and thoroughly ransacked Republican. He is an elderly Mexif
.
HAIR,
NO COW
CONTAINING
In sight, securing, among can, living on South Seventh avenue.
everything
abolition of pigeon shooting at
the
of
curriculum
in
the
feature
BEFORE THE
FELL EASILY
will have a wide effect, not school. Graduates of the school are other things, $45 in cash, which was He got into a drunken row near the
only in this country but abroad. The now in Japan, and in various parts hidden in the bottom of a trunk. So section house on the avenue, and was
QUAKE AND THEY ARE DISfar there is no clue to the identity literally cut to shreds by some one
Prince of Monaco contributed an ar of the United States and Canada.
IN
REGARDING
THE LESSON
of the thief or thieves who perpetrated whose Identity is not yet known.
the Paris Figaro, In
tide recently to up"
CITY-MA- N'S
THE NEW
BUILDING
the daring act.
the humanitarian MAY ERECT MONUMENT
which he took
That he did not bleed to death imFOOLISHNESS, AND NOT
TO H. W. LONGFELLOW.
aspects of certain sports, and his re
mediately is due to the prompt ef
BY
'
Washington, D. C, My 24. Strong YOUNG LADY ATTACKED
- ---- marks on pigeon Bhootlng have led
forts of George Monlcal , a section
THE LORD'S ANGER.
'
DOG
A
VICIOUS
many to believe that he will abolish efforts are being made to Induce conforeman, who happened along.
Rod
narrow
O'Bryne
a
Miss
had
Sadie
gress to make the necessary approriguez was taken to his home and
the sport at Monte carlo,
?
r
priation for the purpose of securing a escape from being bitten by a large Dr. H. E. Stroud was summoned. The
San Francisco, Cal May 24. Some
I
says
type
dog,
Optic.
Vegas
.as
'thorough
She
ia
of
the
As
?
site upon which a memorial monu was
in
doctor
place
the
first
found
that say that the lxrtl bail It in for 'Frisco
riding on the street in her cart, the right forearm
Englishman as could be found In the ment in honor of Henry Wadswortn
i
had
been
to
cut
the
dog
strange
a
of
ran
when
out towards bone, severing muscle and tendon and while others, seeing no discrimluakingdom was Sir John Harwood
Longfellow Is to be erected. The mat
recently.
passed
a
it and made
who
died
Manchester,
ter has been brought to the attention the horse but
artery. This was the most danger
Starting In life as a journeyman of congress by the house committee leap at her. The animal succeeded ous wound.
..,
i
m xi tp
r .
i:
There was another cut
it
hold
getting
of
a
her on the same arm
of the bottom
painter and plasterer, his business on library, which recommends the ap in
higher up and still
to
other
Jumped
as
the
she
ability, sagacity and far slghtedness propriation of $4,000 for the prepar- skirts
another in the shoulder.
was
were such that he soon round Him- ation of a suitable site. The monu- side of the buggy, and tore great a deep, ugly gash on the There
part
lower
loose.
It
let
self at the head of a large establish
ment, for which the Longfellow Me- rents in her dress before
of the side, laying bare the bone and
ment.
morial association has already raised The maddened brute did not make a besides there was a skin wound two
injure
attempt
her, for feet long. In all
to
He was a fluent and brilliant plat a considerable sum. is to be erected second
the doctor took more
form speaker and a staunch liberal. In this city, and the government will which Miss O'Bryne was very
than forty stitches to hold Rodriguez
His ability as an organizer and ad be asked to give a suitable site some
together until he could heal up.
ministrator was recognized early and where on the public grounds, other
Rodriguez will recover. He would not
he exercised great influence In the than the grounds of the Capitol or INDIAN MONEY JUST
?
till with whom he was fighting.
1
WHITES.
LIKE
THE
,
Manchester city council, which he en the library of congress.
B.
Judge
L.
St.
morning,
other
The
tered In 1866. He was three times
things
Why
doren
to
take
a
cure
James joined in the holy bonds of that cough?
mayor of Manchester and was knight STAMP COLLECTORS
Kennedy's
Ijaxatlve
and Honey and Tar allays allays
Miss
FLOCK TO LONDON matrimony
ed In 1888
the conApache
blooded
full
Sullivan,
two
John
24.
London,' May
The International
gestion, stops that tickling, drivoe the
It was due to his tact, ability and
valVerde
of
the
residents
Indians,
pertinacity that Manchester has the Philathelic exposition was opened to
cold out through your
bride by J. II. O RIclly & Co. bowels. Sold
excellent water supply it now enjoys. day, and stamp collectors from all ley, says the Jerome News. The
'
1?
-- f
S I 1 Ire
years
18
squaw,
of
pretty
a
is
little
o
parts of the world, particularly from
The story that the emperor of Rus Great Britain and the European con age, who, although she cannot speak EXCAVATING FOR F. LKS'
sia aud Kaiser Wiihelui are to meet tinent, are assembled here in large a word of the English language, inHALL AT SILVER CITY.
at Darmstadt in the fall, has been numbers to visit the interesting ex sisted that the groom, who is a fine
Considering
the nature of O.i
characterized us pure fiction. The hibitlon. One of tho most interesting looking buck of 27 years of age, aud ground
upon which the structure Is to
Emperor and Empress of Russia have exhibits is the collection or Hawaiian a graduate of the lawrence, Kan.,
erecteid, very satisfactory progress
lie
no Idea of quitting their own domin stamps of II. J. Crocker of San Fran- school, secure a regular license, and
being niade by a force of a doen
ions during the present year. They cisco, which is valued at more than that they be married according to is
" " '
"'ririfi'ij-fiTffi"mffl- irr
TnrwirrTrsnfiJiMyTrwiirmwittir
iititr","w:t "
are to spend the summer at Peterhof. $43,000. n was sent from San Fran- the laws of the palefaces. Mrs. Sul- men, under the able supervision of
excavating
Andy
Ialrd,
in
for
the
having
Gulf
Imperial
on
Is
of
domain
the
father
orphan,
an
bethe
her
livan
cisco to London only a few days
new
Elks' hall, says tho Silver City
it may be rememlered
that two safety in tins construction of theaters,
During September their fore the earthquake, and thus for- been killed in the valley about a year
betwten churches ami saloons In
Finland.
Independent. Aa gn at ileal of reck lion
say It was a niontlis ago the telegraphic news con- storages, breweries and the like, what
ago.
I lie general crumbling,
majesties will reside at Simla, tneir tunately escaped destruction.
Is being blasted oir t
establish a mere impersonal Easm of nature.
tained an item
the cniinbling must have been the disregard as to
hunting seat in Poland, and from the
level nKt for 1n,, b,u. r floor, and the
pro- WORK ON RESCUE
thealer ut Copp oilier buildings, wherein ihunum lifo
A torpid. Inactive liver can
beginning of October until Christmas
Almost any stone mason would say of a new thrte-siori
will bo incor-- j
dis n
AND EMMA CLAIMS. rock thus
Llvadia is to be the headoiihrter of duce rn re bodily ills than almost any:ha' 'he mortar was the cause of ll. and Sixteenth streets. This building was less likely 1,j be jeopardi?.-.-! by
Col. J. W. Fleming, Then. W. Carter porated in the f 'nidation of the
(if c urse, tr. earth gave a great couldn't stand unusual rain s onus. whoksale?
the imperial court. The Kmperor thing else. It is good to clean the
UiM
building. The !.:':
a very halve, and ihere have
There was no hair and little Hum
been over In the unburned district to lay, the
William is not at ail likely to meet system out occasionally, stir the liver and II. L. Dotson are doing consid- 'substantial
stnr ate. as it Is the In- fifty little shakes since April IS. but biggest monuments to struc'uial stu- in the alleged mortar, and when the
either the Kmperor Nicholas or the up and get Into shape generally. The erable work on the Rescue and Emma
to have tin- entire foundation practical met hanlcs maintain
tlamagtd
brick test came the buildings peelej off or
that pidity are the
king, except at Berlin, and it is well best results are derived from tho ine claims, both patented properties, the tention
res,;
:wer much of
bed lock. The
crumbling was due to churches, medical colleges, i c.
went down In a heap.
known that he would be much pleased of DeWitt's Liule Early Risers. Re- bulk of the work, however, being con- story on solid
will be built en- outrageously poor construction,
o
l'icture No. 1 here with slows a They'll not put up such hir,h or
to receive a state visit at his capital liable, effective, pleasant pills, with a centrated on the Rescue, the shaft tirely of tln building the
of rock, mid
balance
d p. .(dally of brick edifices.
on which has been Mink to a depth
street, shell-likhouse on FiUnici.brick building here in the
from either sovereign. The king will reputation. Nexer gripe. Sold by
of sixty feet, this being the av rage brick. The foundation wall at the
O Rielly & Co.
Th, mortar, even in buildings now while picture No. --' shows lie brand future, 'but they're using the same old
not be anywhere near Darmstadt dur
o
depth necessary to s:nk through the rear, or south end of the building, going u;, M'cn:s to be of dirt, with new and enormous Jackson brewery mortar.
iner the year. and. as a matter of fact
Roth the
and nature
eleven feet
A kicking on Folsom
slate and limestone rap formation will be approximately
street. Fhe had little to seem disosed to help those whohelft
lime and no hair.
his majesty has not visited that city PHOENIX SAW MILL
a matter of only little
high
says
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surface
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grand
Chicago,
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since the divorce
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F. M. Spencer, vice president of the ver City Independent.
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Albuquerque Ouilooll
territory
development

of
of nny part of the
That the
New Mexico tcruH to the development of Alh'iniueniue,
this paper has endeavored to set forth from several different points of View. However, one fart is worth quite
a number of argument; but when fact and argument
coincide, their teaching is Irrefutable.
cement of argument by fact has Just
This
recurred In this city. Alluniueique is the wool emporium
of the territory, and the first consignment for the present
season arrived heie yesterday, consisting of eight car
loads. Of these eight cars, three were from the yet uncompleted Helen cutoff. Even before the road has beeu
finished, the section of country which It has commenced
lo develop begins to pour Its commerce Into the litis tics,
life of this city.
This illustration Is of the greater value from the fact
that this same Helen cutoff has been the bogy which cercompetitors of Albuquerque have so loved
tain would-b- e
to use in the vala effort to bolster their own hopes and
to undermine tha courage and activity of the few faint- hearted anions Albuquerque's citizenship. The assertions
of the Santa Fe officials have been from the first that the
name, the
Helen cutoff better called by its correct
Etastern Hallway jf New Mexico would in no way. shape
or from Injure Albuquerque; but on the contrary that
when completed !t will prove an Important and profitable
connection between New Mexico's chief city and a valuable part of the territory hitherto undeveloped and Inaccessible for lack c' railway facilities.
That these utterances were sincere, the Santa Ke
management has demonstrated by Its unceasing Improvement! along the line of Its nothern New Mexico route, in
which It has spent millions for betterments since the
Helen work was Prst begun, and now when It has progressed far enough to sucply some traffic, that traffic
seeks at once Albuquerque )as Its destination. Even in
anticipation the bogy has fa&Wffto work; for never in its
hiRtory has the growth of Albuquerque been so great
and of such a
character as It has been during
the time In whic'a the Helen line has been under con
struction. And as that line advances, and the country It
is opening for settlement continues to develop at an ac
celerating rate, Just In that growing proportion will the
Eastern Railway of New Mexico prove to be one of Al
buquerque's most Important feeders.
One of the crying needs of Albuquerque is for a3
good a railway connection with the northwestern part
of the territory, as the Helen road will soon give this city
with the central-eas- t
of New Mexico.
oi

I

New Mexican: The people of the school district oi
Clayton, the county seat of Union county, have Just voted
for an issue of $12,000 In bonds for the enlarging and im
proving of the public school house In their town. This,
when done, will give them a school house that will be
very creditable, up to date and will have cost In the
neighborhood of $20,0iu. This is true progress In the right
direction. The people of Clayton are certainly subject to
congratulations upon their public spirit and advanced
Ideas. Their town is growing steadily and It Is right
that It should. It is now estimates to contain about 1,300
inhabitants. Union county is also being settled rapidly
by a very good class of farnurs and many homesteads
have been entered within Its limits during the past elgh
teen months. Heretofore It has been one of the best
stock-raisin- g
counties In the territory; now, it bids fair,
within five years to be one of the best agricultural coun
ties In the southwest. Union county and its county seat
the town of Clayton, are all right.
New Mexican: The commencement exercises of the
different educational Institutions, high schools and public
schools in the territory, which have taken place this
month and which will occur during the next few weeks
are proof positive of the great and constant advance
ment of the Sunshine Territory In the right kind of edu
cation. The higher educational Institutions supported
by taxation, some of them, are too top heavy; more attention should be paid to the country public schools and
larger appropriations for their maintenance should be
made. The city schools are taking care of themselves
In good shape. To give the people in the smaller towns
and in the country districts a better chance for the education of their children seems to be the right thing at
this time.
B. S. Rodey has been confirmed by the United States
of
Porto Rico. As The Citizen stated in Its announcement

senate as Judge of the federal court for the district

of Judge Rodey's nomination, the honor thus confered
upon him is shared by the whole territory but more especially by the city of his love and adoption Albuquerque, where he has so long lived and for which he has so
faithfully labored. The Citizen is glad to know that the
friends of Judge Rodey in this city and that means all
who are residents here are talking of giving him a farewell banquet lfore his departure for his island Jurisdiction. The proposal Is an excellent one, and should by
all means be carried to completion. The city owes it
alike to the Judge, to the occasion and to herself.
Washington Post: It is doub'tful if the average anIncome of lawyers. Including all members of the
profession good, bad and indifferent exceeds $2,000.
While a few are able to command large fees and pile up
comfortable fortunes, the majority are far less fortunate.
And the lower strata of the profession contain an Immense number who live from hand to mouth and many
of whom are undeserving of any sort of a living in that
profession, although they might be worthy of respect if
engaged in an occupation for which they were fitted by
nature and attainments. In all professions "there is always room on top," and by the same token there is always a crowd at or near the bottom.

nual

Philadelphia Press: Railroads and railroad managers
are certain to be subject to criticism, to exposure and
sometimes to judicial proceedings until the policy and
practice of all of them are adjusted to absolute equality
on freight rates and freight facilities. Any man ran buy
a postage stamp for 2 cents, and no man, thought his
postage bill runs up to thousands of dollars a week, ran
liny bis postage stamp for less. Making allowance for
different rates for different distances, might, wit h a
carload us a unit, ought to cost exactly the same for
every man. Independent of the total shipped. Until this
Is secured Justice will not lie done.
Daily Optic: The Carlsbad Argus is making i. good
fight for the native people of the Pecos valley. It may

interest the editor of the Current that what he' terms the
"patois" or "lingo" of the naiive people is a vastly superior quality of Spanish to anything be has been able to
produce in English. We often bear ignorant people in
this country remark that the language spoken by the native New Mexican couldn't be undirstood in Spain. It
is none too flattering to the cosmopolitan people of New
Mexico that nn eminent authority has declared that the
quality of the Spanish spoken in N w Mexico is much
uuperior to the quality of the English.
The Philadelphia Public Ledger raises a significant
quest lull when it declares: "The $lini,ii,in n ttju ,.,)St to
get the dry dock Dewey through the Sue, canal would
have been saved if the dry dink had been built on the
Pacific coast." Why therefore was it necessary t waste
this $100,0ii(i just to have it built on the Atlantic coast?
Why, except that when the public funds are considered
economy is not one of the first rub s as it is in the management of a private business.
San Juan Index: The work of buriiins over l.enii.uou,
brick began iu Aztec Monday, with three yards in active
operation. Most of this brick is alnady contracted ut
more will be used If made.
I

The Carnegie Hero Fund seems to bo quite sensibly
administered. Instead of giving merely medals to adorn
proud hero breasts or the family mantel, sums of cash
are used where this can be done and still keep in view
the purpose of the fund.
Last week twenty-seve- n
awards were made for Individual arts of nravery. Among them were two simple
bronze medals. One was given to Theresa S. McNally
of Waterbury, Connecticut, age 13 yenrB. who rescued
a little companion from drowning, and the other to Daniel
Curtln, a 15 year old boy, of Philadelphia, who saved two
little phis from a like fate. In each case, in addition to
the medals, $2,000 was set aside to pay for the education
of the child.
One man was given a bronze medal and $."oo In cash,
and seveial widow of men who had lost their lives In
their efforts to rescue those In danger, bad mortgages
lifted from their homes.
Such awards as these, not only encourage others to
acts of bravery, but are a wise bestowal of charity. Those
who will offer their lives for their fellows, who will risk
life to save life, whether it is done on Impulse or after
deliberation, have in them the stuff that makes it worth
whie to afford them better opportunities.
In children, It
points to a characher worthy of development.
A medal, when all Is said and done. Is but a medal
No better reward can be given to the few, but, to the ma
Jority, it comes as a tract to a hungry man and Its only
practical use to many would be In Its money value.
Mr. Carnegie was wise to leave so broad a range of
discretion to the commission in charge of his hero fund
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Trying to Predict
EartlhiqtuiaRe

S

Enochs
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i roi. inos. Augustus Jagger, of Harvard, proposes
to establish a department of earthquake prophecy, which
he believe might scon be able to foretell the great quakes
and thus save lives and property. The fact is noted by
Dr. Jagger that "Japan has kept up seismographic oh
servations for years with the purpose of learning what
could be done about forewarning."
Hut it Is not by Dr,
Jagger or anybody else that there have ever been any
real rorewarnlngs.
Earthquakes come when they please und seldom take
the trouble to send In advance any warnings that anybody can interpret.
It is true that such catastrophes
have been preceded in many cases by minor shocks and
quivers and ominous sounds. Hut these are far from im
plying, necessarily, a subsequent disaster, for they may
occur a hundred times without further consequence. The
people of dangerous districts, who ought to be affected
u
inese warnings become so accnmtomej to them as to
give them little attention.
Much has been written about "earthquake weather,"
about a certain indescribable electric condition of atmos
phere, about the sensitive and alarmed conditions of animals and the erratic flights and actions of birds, just
uerore an eartnqucke. ir such phenomena really occur,
they are as mysterious and meaningless to the seismolo
gist as to everybody else. All signs of earthquake thus
rar discovered seem to be the outcome of Individual Im
agination 'after the event. The power to predict and lo
cate In time strokes of lightning, cloudburts and the- ex
plosion or powder; magazines and steam boilers, while
pernaps somewhat more miraculous than that oi an
earthquake phrophet, would be little less marvelous.
-
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Whether It la Better

To Save or To iSperad
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The universallst conference lias been wrestling with
the doctrine that It is wrong to save money not a new
proposition, but one which always comes close home to
all of us. "The men and women who spend," declared
one speaker, "are not dangerous; they are helpful; they
keep the money i.erpetually reverting to the people In
some form." "It would be far better that both rich and
poor should be prodigal of their means and so keep
money in circulation than for both rich and poor to he
frugal and saving," were the words of another. By coincidence, Stuyvesant Fish, the railway magnate,-hare
cently delivered himself of the opinion that Americans
are extravagant. Ho calls us a nation of spendthrifts.
During the hard times from 18'J4 to mui, he says, we
were forced to be prudent and thrifty and In consequence
got rich faster than we do in what we call prospeious
times. But merchants and other business men recalling
that era of economy will look with apprehension upon its
repetition. That way of getting rich rapidly does not
appeal to the man who has things to sell.
If everyone pinches, trade will languish, employment
becomes harder to obtain, and still more pinching will be
necessary to men losses In profits and fall In wages.
Therein lies jjie fallacy of the theory that universal parsimony adds to the wealth of the nation. One class of
people alone could profit by universal saving. That Is
the class from which the United Slates has suffered most
in the past and has most to fear today
the frenzied financiers and monopolists. The savings of the people go
into the Insurance companies or the savings banks, there
to become the prey of the men organizing the big trusts,
seizig upon natuiT.l resources or financing wildly speculative schemes. For, remember, the money with which
the big financiers fix the yoke of monoiiolv mum the
necks of the people Is not their own but the savings of
the people themselves.
The American people spend more per capita than any
ether people on earth. But they produce more. Their
trade among the nsi Ives is of greater volume. Their liberal expediting is an essential to their liberal production
and active domestic commerce. It is what a people
spe nl. quite as much as what they save,
that adds to a
nation's wealth. The mania for saving which makes the
individual hard and miserly is one thing; and the saving
which means sobriety. Industry, home ownership, integ-liiy- ,
good citizenship and education of children is quite
another. The bent saving often lies in wise spending.
s
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Spelter.
New York,
nt $'.7.".

May

1'

I.

Ml

I

WOOL

..Ghaitsti Ilndz

Spelter, dull

TTY NDER WEAR is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts.
That is why you will
find here every gqod sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here a
variety
of all the sizes, so that

St. Louis Wool Market.
Wool
St. l.i;ils. Mo., May 21
Hieady and unchanged.

Provisions.

C'hlr ?.r i. May 21. Following were
closing iprlcrs:
Wheat May. S0c; July, SSc.
Corn May,
July,
Oals May, 3.1c; July, 334i,c,
Pork May, $16.10; July, $10.20.
I.nrd May. $S.07; July, $S".

iHc;

47-c- .

Mjj, $3.17; July,

Itlbs

$9.23.

Chicago Live Stock,
Chicago. May 24. Cattle Receipts,
fi.OiMi; market steady; liceveH, $1.10
f; cows nn,
heifers, $1.75ft5.25;
stork rs nnd feeders, $2.73lfi4.80
Texans, $3.yufj 4.00; calves, $4. 5ot

Eveiy Man May be Fitted.
Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price.
We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear
at

fi.tin.

Sheep Receipts. 120(10; market
weak; sheep, $4.CO(g'6.10; lambs, $3.40
rO

S.75.

50c.

per garment. Choice thin Underwear
Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., May 24. Cattle
fabrics,
to
per garment.
Receipts, 2.000; market steady; na
tive strers, $4.255.60;
southern
steers, $3.50 W 4.50; southern ecwd
$2.50(f?4;
native cows and heifers
Fine Clothing and
$2. 50ft 5; ptockers and feeders, $3.2
Furnishings
W 4.50; bulls. $2.50 ft
cilves, $3J
b.DO;
western fed steers. $3.75io.30
western fed cows, $2.r,nM.
"w lywWUhwR IIIIIMP WH ilMWJMUWWIIMiTlirWIMMIllMMUMlllWMWMiii
Shrep Receipts, 2,000; market
steady; muttons, $3(?i 0.2." : lambs, $
St 7. do; range wethers, $3.25 6; fed
ewes, $4,751(6.25.

75 c.

$4.50

in other good

MANBELX
Policy of tMs Stoire

Mo

Closing Stock Quotations.
New York. May 24. Following weit
closing prices:
Atchison, common
8!H4
Atchison, preferred
102V6
.xew York Central
13834
Pennsylvania
138
Southern Pacific
58
Union Pacific, common
149U
94Vi
union Iacinc, preferred
Amalgamated Copper
108
united states Steel, common .. 40
united States Steel, preferred. . .105 4
-x-s--

x-x

Is to clean up

'ft? Mi

--

x-x-x

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

M

Clothing and
Furnishings
(

o

jtnnh

X

x-x-x

THE NAME

x-x- -x--x-

A regular meeting erf Anona Council
No. 1, Daughters of Pocahontas, will
be held tonight in Red Men's hall at
8 o clock, sharp. Dance after meetinir

0

Not only means the
ww oimuu jjuiit st a nets

v

The missionary ladles of the High
lanJ Methodist Episcopal church will
entertain their friends tomorrow even
ing in the church parlors.
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Methodist church held their reirular
meeting this-- afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
at the residence of Mrs. Lee, 203
North Fourteenth street
The antlered herd held their regular
meeting last night at their club rooms
In the Elks' theater, and the following
uretnren were made Elks: 11. A. Bak
er, Joseph Helm, L. H. Finnenburg,
Artnur aieinzer, and Herman Bashin- sky, the latter being initiated for
Georgia lodge. For the enjoyment of
tne Antiers. a badger fight was elven.
with Gus Gustafson as referee. At the
conclusion of the initiating ceremon
les the regular lunch was served.

equally for honest
ising.

ad-ve- rt

x J
3000
1000

J0fn

W

(Mi

1000

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

shoes.

KtE ATTRACTS

SAM HO

ATTENTION ABROAD

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

OF ALBUQUERQUE'S
CHINESE GRADUATE TO BE
PUBLISHED IN A COLORADO
SPRINGS MAGAZINE.

ORATION

Sam Ho Kee, Albuquerque's schol
arly son of the Ortent, is attracting
attention abroad.
Yesterdav .i.
Miller, principal of the Albuquerque
uign school received a letter from
Judge L. C. Cunningham, editor of
the El Paso Countv Democrat, nu'h- lished weekly at Colorado Springs, in
magazine form, asking that Sam Ho
Kees valedictory oration Iks sent him
for publication, also a cut of the
studious Chinaman.
Sam Ho Kee is the eon of the South
Second street Chinese merchant. During his four yara attendance at the
city hluh school, his deportment 'has
been 100, and his study credits Bo high
that he has seldom been asked to
take the usual monthly examination.
Besides leading his class In every
branch of study, he has also dtvoted
much time as assistant editor of the
Occident, the high uchool paper.

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes

themselves We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

.

IN MFMORY

OF
QUEEN VICTORIA'C
BIRTHDAY
Montreal, Que., May 24. Today is
Empire Day, which was formerly ob-

served as Queen Victoria's birthday,
and throughout Great Britain and the
British colonies and dependencies the
day is observed in the customary
manner. The celebration in this city
Is mainly of a military character and
all forenoon troops have been marching through the streets on their way
to Fletcher's Field, where the annual
inspection of the city troops will be
held by Iird Alymer, the inspector
general, and Colonel Buchanan, the
officer commanding the Quebec troops.

She't Going Some.
Miss Dona Hamilton Is running like
a scared rabbit. She will not only
have a trip to Atlantic City this sum-

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN
Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premier,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;

3 No. 2

Remington;
1

1 No. '6
No. 7 Remington, with
1 No. 5 Densmore, (alRem-Ingto-

tabulator;
most new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1 'Densmore,
No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold nt once, to make room for my
new Btock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee, these machines to be just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.

Call-graph- s;

G. S.

RAMSAY,
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THE
I ALMOST HERE
MOT-SUMME-

Cooking with coal or wood in warm

weather is a trying ordeal
With
a Gas Stove cooking is a pleasure
and gas costs less than coal or wood.
Call on us, or 'phone and our representative will
call on you. Public demonstrations at the Electric Building every Tuesday 2:30 P. M. to
P. M. Friday 7:30 P. M. to 9 P. M.

401 West Railroad Avenue.
mer hi the expense of the Lexington
4-3- 0
Herald, but Is at the head of the list
for a haulsome suit and hat promised
by a linn in that city to the young JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE
LARCEST PORT IN THE WORLD?
lady securing the highest number of
Honj, Kong, whence George Dewey sailed on that little votes. Georgetown iKy.) Times.
Carries the United States mail;
trip of his to Manila bay. eight years ago, is acknowlwith a change of stock cn
edged the largest port In the world.
Patti h: paid 11,000 for a parrot. only line
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
China ceded it to England by the treaty of Nanking It inns', i, a bird.
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
In 1S42.
At that I inio the population
THE WEST BOWLING ALLEYS. Wednesday and Friday, at 5 a. m. For
CORNER 4th AND GOLD
of the colony was
,
about 5,iiini, ma,!,.
of idrates, fishermen, farmers and 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE, OPENS particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
granite workers, living in huts made of baked mud bricks MONDAY, MAY 23.
Co.. agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
11. I1I.OCK, Proprietor,
Perea, N. M.
and holding no Intercourse with the outside world beyond
TOO LATE TO CLARIFY
Canton, which lies ninety miles to the north.
Wholesale tlquo: and Ciar Dealers
&.
Nowadays, it Las a population of Son. eon souls, a fine
&
.
i
i
.usne
Agents
for
city for its capital, splendid mads, schools, churches, roit SAi
Yellowstone
O. F. C. Wolskies
cow,
723
and
Moet
Jersey
North
.
mine oeai cnampagTie. Kt. Louis A. li. C Bohemian ai
hanks, hospitals, c'uh.s. hotels, newspapers, electric lights,
Y"u."jU
agents
Solo
tor
Casino
Ootids
fanned
WAN
amwauKee
iiotlled
Ueers,
f.
n;i,
owners
woman
and
and distributor!
Com: ctciit
cable cars in short, almost everything wh'eli we are ac- r
.las. lleekin
Co.'s Coffees,
u'
Aiavarauo wnisKey Write for our Illustrated Cataloaue and
'"'I We-- t Kail:use ork.
n's (iianite Flour.
"
List.
""""""'i' Willi tne t,e;i cf a lvatK'e I rlVlllza- - rea
Automatic
lwfl
feleDhone.
IV'""""
line.
i.on wi.ne it is connected with the outside world by
Mreet, Albuquerque, New Mexlca.
ca!,! ' and by the most extensive system of steamship WANTI'i, Three waiter.- - and one
eh;: !" nnald. inquiie at Abraham's
!:ns which conv.Tg,. at any single port in the world.
j " n:e.it Ollice.
Mi:i, with all this. Hong; Kong Is not a colony in the l'Oli
Highland Jersey Dairy.
KH.Vr I.arg.
front r ms.
Groceries.
IM
sense
usual
of the wor,; It is a port, and nothing more.
i :i aished.
41i! South
'bird
M ,
l!e.-- t
llil!s!,oi Cream, ry
on
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
-- o'Dyer manie only u r;,r and gout into bankrupt-liv- e
TH
WEST
BOWLING
wiih Mauger & Avery, Doston
ALLEYS.
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
How did it happen?"
up to the 118 WEST
'Trvlmr to
COLD AVENUE, OPENS Ordeis Solicited.
Free Delivery.
wiii.iing presents they received.
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue
MONDAY, MAY 23.
Town Topics.
Colo, phone, 31k. 83.
South Second Street.
1500 S. U'way.1
ALBUQUERQUE, N.
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OF

A MEETING

WHATEVER NEWS AN EVENING PAPER PRINTS, MUCH OR

ROSWELL CADETS

EX-

THREE STRAIGHT

ECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Of Fair Association Held Last Browns Couldn't See
For Dust, While
Night and Much Routine

PAGE

EVENING CITIZEN

ALBUQUERQUE

24, 1906.

Little, Cannot Appear Until Tomorrow

Ball

in

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

a Morning Paper

The Man

Marcus,

MADDEN'S HEARING

S.

u

Ju.-stic-

ad-drs-
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i

Ar-mli-

-

i

IT

MONDAY, MAY

28th

large shipment

Itoll Top
Decks, Flat and StAndlng
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Stand
Cases, Typewriter
and Tables.
We guarantee our line tx

-

""

j

a

.1

represent the best

'

workman-

ship and highest class of
cabinet work. The desk you
buy of us will not fall to
pieces in a short time, thus
causing you much annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest.

4 mm
Mlhert Faher
--

308-31-

Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

0

N. M.
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BRUNSWICK
Pool and Billiard Parlor.
Street, Barnett Bldg.

107 South Second

The Only First Class
Billiard Parlor in Albuquerque.
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

Strictly Up To Date
Straight IS Bill Pool 7

1 --

2c per cie, Pool So per cue

Billiard 60c per hour.

Prop.

Max Gussaroff,

TO THE LADIES:

or

-

received
of

in

T TTal
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We have just
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asso-catlo-

or the Home Library

Business

of

on

War," and Cadet
ELECTION SUIT HEARD IN
"Wnr."
judges,
After some deliberation the
JUDGE CRAIG'S COURT
as
IS CONTINUED awarded the medals of me contest
Kids Could.
Business Transacted.
lollows:
CASE
AFTERNOON
pcrj YESTERDAY
Cadet Cake, first, with P0
HINGES
ON WHO
IS LEGAL
cent grade; Cadet Samworth. second.
OWNER
OF PROPERTY CASE
and Cadet Head.
WILL PAY ALL OLD BILLS NOW SANTA FE VS. BROWNS SUNDAY Until
CONTINUED.
Tomorrow, When A- Imthird, wltihr cent,
86 13 per cent.
At 8:30 o'clock last evening the vis- After seciirlnir n. rlmn
of venue
ttorney Clancy Will Connors
sup
ga'liered In the mess uan
" from Justice Crawford's court to that
will
com
llrowns
The Albuquerque
At a nipetine of the executive
Craig. In the ejectment
witness me graduating pxeicisfs. i
of
mil toe and advisory board of the fair into the city aittr sundown tonwr
duct Investigation.
band furnished the music, which suit of Alfredo J. Otero to oust the
association, held lust evening iu the row evening, with throe defeats clingpilwas excellent.
Cadet Noyes Noycs city officials from the building knvwn
oHice of Manager .Meuinna, in me ing to them, as a result of their
Weltmer delivered the valedictory
valley. The
as the City building, yesterday afterOram building, much routine and oth-i- r grimage into the Pecos game
which was an excellent effort. noon, the "attorneys. W. B. Childers.
of the CLAIMS JUSTICE IS PUEJUDICEU
business of Importance was trans- cadets wrn the third
The following class of graduates representing the plaintiffs, and City
series handily, by a score of G to 0,
acted.
were awarded diplomas:
Attorney Hickey the defendants, by
The meeting took on an enthusiastic making it three straight. Fair runs
Elam Head, Noyes Weltmer, Penile mutual agreement plunged at once
As yet no new developments In the Marcus,
color from the opening, and every in three gamed was the sum total of
Samuel Gordon. A. North, Into the case.
move made and offer an suggestion what tho ltrowns cot from the cadets. killing of O. P. llovey by .lames 11.
E. Render and Ralph Lloyd
A Teat ure of the hearing yesterday
put forth, carried with it a note of while the juvenile soldiers licked off Madden have arisen since the publica- Clarion
was t'.ie number of deeds, mortgages,
success.
a total of twelve black skis on me tion of the story iu yesterday's Issue Smith.
assignments, etc., that the property
After the opening of the meeting, at score card. Charles Kunz's "Cindy of The Evening Citizen.
seemed plastered with. According to
DISBernaCOURT
SUPREME
to
was
who
taken
which nearly all members of the two kid" was certainly cleansed oi an his
Madden,
the llrowns lillo Immediately after the shooting,
tlie various witnesses, Perfecto
Evidently
boards were present, the matter of sweetness.
Alfredo J. Otero and J. A. Henrj
MISSED APPEAL CASE
paying the outstanding Indebtedness were outplayed, and Judging from yes- was to have had a preliminary hearing
each had deeds or assignments to the
was taken up and pians discussed as terday, the cadets have two pitchers this morning at ! o'clock, and was
property.
to the most feasible way in whioh to who "can deliver the goods. The ex- taken before Justice of the Peace Juan
Word has been received In this city
Mr. Henry produced In evidence a
dispose of these claims, and at the cuse that the wind blew at Hoswell Mandragon, for that purpose, but owsupreme
of
court
the
effect
o
that
the
to the property which plaindeed
Bame time not deplete or strain the yesterday and that the lircwns could ing to the prisoner's own knowledge
Washington, act tiff's attorney
at
States,
he
United
said they would show
may
dust,
official exchequer too much.
le
un
the
for
not see the ball
of law, his hearing was postponed
ing in the appeal case of T. C. Gutier- was obtained through
the J. .
After much discussion and advice as ma.l a defense for the Duke City til District Attorney Clancy, of this rez
as
removed
Sanchez,
and Severo
Realty company wrongfully.
Moore
being offered, it was decided to pay hnvs they are not used to playing city,- - who has been urgently requested county
commissioners at the time of Mr. Henry also stated that an assign
these claims as fast as they were pre- In the dtist; no sand storms ever to conduct the preliminary hearing, the creating
of Sandoval county, by a ment cf the rents of the building naa
to
newspapers
evidently
town
purpose,
of
out
while
sented, the
visit Albuquerque,
can go to Algodones for that
brought by the two dethroned iwvn nuila in him. which assignment
suit
the
for
advertising
at
Roswell
come first, so that
the wind does blow at
which will probably he tomorrow.
in
commissioners,
county
whose
with the then city
twentv-sixt- h
be times. The Browns couldn't see tne
annual fair cou-lfrom places Gutierrez and Sanchez were ap- - h e nn() deposited
According to a gentleman
cje,i jcnn g. Trimble, and which had
ami
placed as soon as desired.
ball, but t'he Roswell kids could
Bernalillo, who arrived In the city to pointed, in wnicn ine uisinci
i,OM i(.
This move was decided upon after it did. to the extent of piling up six day. Madden objected to his prellmi
that the latter should be re- The n&6 vcfitorday developed Into
had been shown that the majority of runs. Rollins pitched for Albuquer- narv hearing taking place before Man- - decided
,
has dismissed the appeal, thus
ttomev to show'the subscribers were as willing to que, and Caldwtll did the twirling dragon, who. Madden claimed, was al moved,
making the decisiou of this' court .hu
..wi ,,ho nnrmertv. and which
meet their obligations to the fair as- for the cadets.
lied with the political party in power valid.
hi,i o ripht tn nnlliw the mils: als.i
sociation now as they would be later
and to whom he was in opposition
as to which parties had the right to
in the summer, and as sufficient monCharles Rathb curne, the Denver maintaining that Mandragon would be
'
TEMPLE ALBERT SERVICES
bring a suit of eviction.
ey is tin sight to pay oft all old indebt- Western league third baseman, who predjudlced.
After arguing the cae all yester
edness and still have plenty left to was farmed out to the Western as
Mandragon, it is stated, replied that
nue'.i
conduct one of the greatest, grandest sociation, and is now playing at Leav- he knew all about the killing and
Regular services at Temple Albert day afternoon, and getting as
and most successful fairs Albuquerque enworth, Kan., is to be married next would bind Madden over to await the Friday evening, at 7:45. Kabbi Kap of the evidence before the t i l e as
has ye,t had, the old bills will be paid week to Miss Vera Chapman, of Lu action of the grand Jury on a charge lan will speak on the following sub possibly Attorney Childers a 'i. d for
Vegas. The marriage will le the se of murder, whereupon Madden retort ject: "Architects, Builders and Ma a continuance of the case, and s the
at once.
The bids for the official program quel to a pretty romance, which be ed that he knew something himself sons, and Their Relation to Each attorney was forced to leave t' 3 city
today, the case went over until
privilege were opened and awarded to can last vear when Rathbourne was about law and the powers of the Jus Other." Everyliody is welcome.
Mandragon
the highest bidder, William Flynn of playing witJi the Las Vegas Blues.
peace
and
that
tlce of the
Chicago, who offered a cash price of
had no authority to act m such man
The closing exercises of Temple
MORTUARY
$175 for the privilege. In addition to
Lvons. who caught good ner, whereupon the prisoner asked a Albert
"Oinr"
Sabbath school will take place
agreeing to act as track clerk, gratis ball for the Las Vegas Blues laat continuance of his preliminary hear
10
o'clock
morning
in
at
the
Sunday
The next highest bid was by an Al vear. is nlaylng third base tor VA'lch ing until District Attorney Clancy school rooms of the Temple. ParMrs. Carolina Chaves .Trujillo.
buquerque man who offered $150 for lta, Kan., cf the Western association. could arrive, which, perforce, was ents
and friends of the school are corMrs. Carolina Chaves Trujillo, aged
the Drlvilege.
given
be
probably
granted, and he will
dially invited to be present.
17 years, died
this afternoon at 3
The committee last night gave the
The ball game 'Sunday with Santa a hearing tomorrow.
1507
South Second
o'clock,
No.
at
manager, P. F. McCanna, one brief Fe on the local grounds is a go, and
burled
was
Hovey, the man killed,
Wednesday is the Feast of Pento- - street. The deceased wa the wife
order, in reference to the carnival at- It seems likely that the visitors will today, many friends and acquaint
meronani.
traction, which was to the effect that be accompanied lown from the An ances attending the funeral ceremon cost. S Tvices will be held at the 'of B. Trujillo. a general
he was to "get the best on earth," and clent Cltv bv an excursion of 200 ies, which took place this afternoon. Temnlo Tuesday evenlne. After tf.ie'Thn funeral will take place Saturday
services on Tuesday evening, the! morning at the Sacred Heart church
it is safe to predict that this will be rooters. Tho locals are preparing to
In addition to being a Justice of
done.
try out a pitcher by the name of the peace and acting undersherlff, Temple will cVee for the summer at. 9 o'clock, with interment In Santa
Barbara cemetery.
an Hovey also held the position of treaB-ur- months.
Manager McCanna is already is cor- Richardson, who says that he
The, Santa Fe organiza
respondence with a number of carniof the court fund, and on Monday
val company managements, among tion is composed as loiiows:
in this city Judge Abbott approved
Manager Charles Closson.
them being the famous Parker Amuse
his accounts, which allowed Hovey
ment and Carnival company, wnicn
Assistant Manager and Secretary
some $1,000, only $400 of which, how
Ladies' Afternoons
High Class Alleys for
showed last year on the capital Jose D. Sena.
ever, was paid owing to the condi
On Tuesdays
grounds at Topeka, Kansas, the only
Ladies and Gentlemen
XuKbaum.
Simon
Treasurer
of the county court funds.
tion
privilege of this high an honor that
Assistant Treasurer and Gate Keep
opinion
in Algo
of
consensus
The
was ever granted a carnival company. er W. H. Kerr.
dones and Bernalillo seems to be that
Captain George F. Parsons.
Parker writes that he is In corresMadden, who is 60 years old, and rath
managers
Andifferent
Danied
Anderson,
with
pondence
Players L.
the
er feeble, was in danger of his life.
are
of
which
ueorge
companies,
all
ratrarsons,
erson, William
of his four
fearing that he would be killed, or at
and
merit,
and
importance
equal
of
sons, J. Lopez, f. rauiey, a.
least unmercifully beaten again, when
n
fair
F.
soon
Cawker.
territorial
will
let the
O. Digneo, T. Arsia and
he fired the bullet into tne rigtn
know which company, if any,
of Hovey, as the latter was enbreast
by
Albuquerque.
club,
to
he can send
The Albuquerque Athletic
tering the door again, after having
the
was
past
discussed
practicing
the
Another feature
dint of strenuous
once beaten him. and therefore killed
haliv show, which came as a sugges few weeks have progressed .with their Hovey In aelf defense,
who
Borradaile.
tion from Col. John
base lall team to a point where they
As far as can be learned Hovey naa
convinced the committee, very readily feel capable of crossing bats with any made no threats against the old man
greatest
was
the
that a baby show
local base ball organization ana here previous to the time he went to Gonthing ever when conducted on scien- with issue a sweeping" challenge to zales home, to serve, It is said, in his
show
baby
a
tific lines, and as a result
meet any and all lall teams In the capacity of deputy sheriff, some pa
was voted. There will be prizes for city, for money, marbles or chalk, the pers
had been sent nim irom
baby,
ugliest
baby,
the
the urettiest
Barelas Grays and Mclntosn urowns this city, on Gonzales, whom he
age,
ditto
and
the oldest baby for its
included. All Inquiries as to dates, thought would be at home.
the vouncest: the largest, me smau contracts, etc.. should be addressed io
The supposition Is that finding Mao- S 118
four
and
t ptt. in one. two. three
llarrv L Dodson, manager, llo west den there alone he renewed the quar
maybe
other
classes,
and
var-ol- rt
Gold avenue.
rel, which led to his beating Madden, 3
classes.
and nis own subsequent tleatn.
Messrs
of
A committee oomnosed
WILL OPEN FOR BUSI NESS
CHARLES ILFELD COMPAW
However, the details of the killing
Learnard
Rosenwaid, Chadbouine and
ON
will probably not be known in their
baby
SITE
A
PURCHASES
the
was annointed to look after
preliminary
entirely
Maddens
until
of
these
show, nresumably because
hearing, when, it is confidently ex
gentlemen's well known knowledge, or FOR ERECTION OF WAREHOUSE pected by his friends, he will be dis
uame
was it ack ol knowledge, oi
HOUSE charged from custody on a plea or
WILL OPEN BRANCH
The executive committee voted to
FUTURE.
IN
NEAR
self defense.
the
request all business men to have
District Attorney Clancy will go to
Announcement of the fair, its dates
wholesale mercantile house o f Algodones tomorrow morning on No.
The
big
red let Charles Ilt'eld of
and attractions, printed in
Vegas have con 10 for the purpose of conducting the
ters on the backs of all their business sumniated the purchase of a piece o preliminary
hearing of the old man.
All Cars Pass
Everything Strictly
other
pnveiooes. letter heads and
property. 45x100 feet, behind lots 1
The Door
First Class.
stationery, which would assure the 3 and 4, of the F. Armljo y Otero ail
fnlr helne advertised all over the dition on North First street, fronting A CONTEST IN
Most of those present agree the railroad ju.st north of Tijeras ave
KtatPa
CHRISTIAN DOCTRIiNE
to the proposition and signified their nue crossing, the consideration name
intention of leading in me moveim-being
$2,100.
a rnmmittee composed of Messrs.
Ijast night in St. Mary's hall the
The deal was made through the
inhn Rorradaile. Fred J. Otero, O. W. John M. Moore Realty company, so Mr, last of the three contests in Christian
Simon
IXjwney
and
Harrison .!. B
Moore stated to a representative o Doctrine for the Knights of Corumbus
Schln Iran annointed to welcome th The Evening Citizen today, and not medals was gretly enjoyed and ad
will
arrive
who
Santa Fe excursionists
A. B. McMillea.
mired by the Catholic congregation
here next Sunday for the ball game
It is understood that the Ilfeld firm and a representation of Ihe Knights
management
on behalf of the fair
of Columbus, who donated the two
will commence the erection of a com
After some further routine business modious warehouse upon the property medals, one for the grades of the
and discussion of different project in the near future.
department
and the
intermediate
that might tend to make the fair
115
high schools of St. Vinthe
for
other
adjourned
greater success the meeting
academy and Immaculate Con
cent's
COURT
POLICE
com
with each and every one or me
cei;tlou school. In the intermediate
mitteemen and members of the advls
department twenty pupils attained
I'1
twenty
police
up
We wish to announce that under the
Five victims showed
orv board confident that the
the ihigbest mark and would not
mercy
great
court this morning to receive
sixth annual fair would be the
one single question. When
miss
hands of lolicc was evident that the prolongation o:
or justice at tl
new management, dating from
est ever.
Judge Crawford.
narrow
not
would
th
contest
tht.
6, X 906, prices on all games will be
The flrs-t- case was that of two number of successful contestants
AT THE CASINO
I.aguna Indians, FYanclseo Kait and they had to come to a conslusion by
Best
Fred Kie, employed in tho local Santa drawing. Miss Beatrice Armljo wn
Oro.se, the handcuff klnif, wifh the Fe shops. Kait and Kie were arrested the prize. The high school
jmpiU
and equipment in the SouthStock company, at the during the night, while doing a prom gave evidence of a thorough knowlB'. rser-drosCasino, entertained a large audience enade up and d:wn Railroad avenue, edge "f the text books, which they
in the city.
west. Best line of
last evening with his handcuff stunt, littering war whoojis and doing buck also explained very intelligently. To
which not only mystified all those dances. Hoth stated that they were decide who would win tho inlal. it
Music every night during nex-Tweek- .
present, among whom were police of- not drunk, but drinking, and owing was found necessary to continue the
ficers, FherifT.i and constables, with to their inability to remember the sa- content till a very late hour, when
their handcuffs and psshackles, but loon wherein they had lieen served Mr. John McGtiinness was awarded
well.
1'1 asid the audience
with the fire water, they were fined the prize. The Reverends Gately and
fJrose. In the short spare of ten $5' each, w hich they later paid.
1J anvals artcil
as Judges.
pairs
minutes. Mii vcJ some dozen
shackmany
Frank Nolan, drunk and asleep on
of handcuffs and half as
les and let; irons, but just how no one the streets; James Garcia and Fred-eric- ROSWELL CADETS
on', as drone
Rodriguez, drunk and quarrel.!( sent could figure
HOLD COMMENCEMENT
woiks in a cabinet of cloth In the ing in the New York saloon, mado up
there the rest of the grist. The former
een'er of tin state, and while
AND
is ii doubt but what the handcuffs uvre given $j or five days and the EXERCISES
YESTERDAY
are locked on in earnest, with no sug- latN r ten days each.
GOVERNOR
NIGHT
LAST
AT TRACTION PARK, SUNDAY P. M.
gestion of fake about the entile act.
AND
PRESENT
GERMAN
) bicycles, one
The police have
the audience is still wondering h w
la lies' wheel and one man's wheel, at
LIVERS ADDRESS.
he got them off.
night Grose will aain headquarters, which the owners can
Wtnr. Sunday
and in addition U handcuffs. recover by calling there, identifying
The nduatinn exercises o, tne
aii
leg irons and shaikh's. wi;l be pueen nrop rty and leaving money to pay New Mexico Military instinite. held
such as are used for this nollee.
Bitj Excursion from
In a stratir'.u-j.icUi'tat Hoswell yesterday and Ust niKh.
hy a arse audi lice oi
in insane asylums, and an Oregon
attended
were
om
Fe.'
Troubles.
Game.
people,
and visitors
re; reseiitative
bet placed on him. ir ne pets pre- Mrs. SuoStomach
Martin, an old and hlirhly from all pat's of the territory, the
of the bunch, several officers ate wil,
respected resident of Falsonia, Miss., ateiiilance
Browns will have a new
paring for him next Sunday, he
all previous recwas sick with stomoch trouble for ords.
in.! e,l l.e tile ha::.'., uff king.
reC'hamlier-lain'months.
Pitcher, signed from the
mure than six
Tonight and vi vy niuhi iV
wa
(V rnnr II rhert J.
week the company
St. mach and Liver Taldets present and
tinmainder of the
cadets in
a
-fruce,
in
r..s.nThe Flag of
ill
Coast League
cured her. She says: "I can cow the v
delive: iir; ?n addrc-w- ;
t,
iu clinnxes .at anvthing I want
and am the thai was torcetul and to the point, n(
military drama nl'.mmiing
dv
.
rnllll
w:th
Los Angeles. Game will
proudest woman in the world to find the meaning or
and
and go d situa'ton-.' '.
n, whie'i
freely ititormingN d.
such a Rood medicine." For sale hy the dries of a pooil
Samples free.
be called at 3:30 p. m.
UriiFsl.sts.
to the fulh-.s.- ' exieir
was apprn-iatet. ai
heartily u
Anv skin itc'.iiim is a
present,
ani
l,y
all
,.
wor.-it
TAKE A PLUNGE
after the entertainment
The "more you scra'di the
p'.atlileil.
in the
Itches. 1 loan's IMiutmcnt curnAt a.,
r d lHcr. d the adMilh
Jaffa
Cadet
Come out
SWIMMING POOL.
the Casino.
itrhins.
JV
eczema any
In the afternoon,
'V
Open Daily, dress of
504 North First Street.
hy
drug ttores.
delivered
a tol (.rations were also
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
and enjoy a good game.
Cadet Elam Head, on "The Ke.-'-h
I l:oma
A specific
tor paiu-- Ir.
Cake,
of Man," Cadet Harvey
Ilreed your mare to the l,est t
1"
Electric Oil, strongs?, d:ca;et. rem
A. T.
on "The New South," Cadet
ting stallion in New Mexico.
0
men: ever devised. A h ueho.il
on
"The
rtii.
Saniw
avenue.
years.
Copper
edy in America for twenty-liv11.

FIVE.

Hot weather U 'here too warm to wash and iron. Send your
Shint Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them co
rectly and will deliver them to you in a nice box they will not be
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back of Postofflce.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319;

Colo., Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Co.

You Pf esc lptions, If Entt tisted
TO

-

Williams Drug Co.
West Bowling Alleys The
will receive the personal care of one of the flrmt
W. Ii. West, Prop.

W, GoId.Ave.

both of whom are druggists pf many
years' experience
No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
v

FROM THE FIRST

WHIFF TO THE LAST

MONDAY, MAY 28th

Our special 5c Havana, filled, band
mado cigar Is filled with, the most
satisfying and luxurious comfort. The
first among Us peers, this cigar fills
the most exacting anticipations.

0OO00000

Clmlb canidl
WEST

A.

Fool Room

RAILROAD

AVENUE

.

REDUCED 50 PER CENT.
Tables
Ggars

Wnfiio Wortlmamip

Prop.

000000000000C0OSK0X000(

BALL !

Santa

SERVANT THAT

A

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Ilat-'erma- n

YOUR

HOME
X

Meet Me at Yanov's
C--

Team

-

ed

-

.

Any time between 7 in the
Morniti"; and 9 at Night.

ciuy-em-nl-

'"

r.;

p'.K-j--

.

IN

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

1

e

DO YOUR

WORK.

s

wil'-oii!-

TIRES

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
DO YOUR SHOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
AFFAIRS.

THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
LET IT

NEVER

RED HOT

I

i

AVENUK

M. BERGER,

Santa

.oh'-ess-

RAILROAD

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

Fe Centrals vs. Albuq'iie. Browns

,

RICHARDS

Don't Dispute with a Woman, ;
Bbfjoclally, if she tells you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Mako no excuse, (ir you should, for-go- t
the order), that you could not
grocer
find It, for every first-clas- s
handles' EMPRESS. You vili ahray
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry aud most Important of ail.
good choer to greet you when yoo
come home for your dinner. Try tL
EMPRESS FLOUR I the Empress of
all ethers.

May

'

J.

113!a WEST

.,..

at

J"

mission,

50 c.

If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them I'Kl K
aiul Guarantee every pair
of glasses I fit to be - - - -

Grandstand Free

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT
Prices reasonable. Permanently located at
Railroad avenue.
C. H. CARNES, 0. D.
.

111

1
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TORN FROM HAREM

EVENING CITIZEN.

THUR9DAY, MAY 24. 1908.
Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

The Champion Sole

AMERICAN

Sewing Machine

GIRL'S LOVE ADVENTURE IS OVER

i

Automatic Phone, 292.

IA lift O R3

OF NEW YORK,
MISS MORGAN,
WHO MARRIED PRINCE FEHIM,
THE SULTAN'S RELATIVE, IS
THE VICTIM OF THE OTHER

JEALOUS WIVES.

This

Special Correspondence:
Berlin. May 24. Hecauso
of Turkey discovered that she
was an unbeliever, the Princess Mar-carwhose maiden name was
Morgan and whose birthplace
was N'w Y',rk- - ls aKaln ,he now
attraction of a traveling circus
the-sulta- n

ALBUQUERQUE,

Wonderful

Machine Sews a

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

Fe-hl-

Pair Half -- Soles
1

fy

ago. with great pomp
ceremony,
the beautiful circus
and ,
...
Turkish princess of

'"Twonu.nths

iZr'..rank,
two hundred siaws
an

1

.attended

wa
"

by

,ronrted
""
of wealth

by every nccompa..inieni
and ltixur).
old.
ti, rinro9A Is 22 yearsfirctn
a
her
few months ago vlun
Constantinople it
n the vicinity of distinguished lookwas noticed that a
uniing rash, dressed in a gorgeous
-form and attended by a group of bri
nightly
box
a
occupied
liant followers,
to witness her performance.
Finally a special messenger delivto Miss Morered a verbal invitationpwha.
The mesgan to dine with the
tne
senger received a sound box onmana forcible
ears and was told ingirls
were not at
ner that American
Turkish
of
call
P8na!;
and
beck
the
for
The princes admiration visited
her
Morgan increased and he
hand in
parents and requested hersincere
and
marriage. The offer was
him.
accepted
Morgan
Miss
to the
They were married Recording
religion. In
Mohammedan
the
of
rites
Constantinople,
the prince's palace at were carefully
legal forma
complied with. There was only one
pTn? in.regard to which the princess
had
had been deceived. The prince
bachelor,
a
as
himself
represented
Miss
when he already had two wives
Morgan thus became his third wife
be
but he decreed that she should
his principal wife. magnificent suUe
She was given a
and two
of apartments in bis harem
oi
hundred slaves under the command
a chief eunichwf re placed at his lis-

ANTI-STATEHOO-

..nnl

All V.....

nr.D

PLAN IS CRIMINAL
Says D. R. Francis and the
District Denied Is Wealthier
Than Many Older Sections.

.

claim membership in tne imperial
southwest."
To Increase Deposits.
President T. W. Cunningham of the
Bank of Joplin, in a paper on "How
to Increase Our Deposits," declared
the savings
that In every community some
reason
kept way from banks, for
or other, exceeded in amount the deposits of the strongest bank In that
community.
this stay-awa"It is for us to cultivate "Would
it
class," he continued.
in the
not be well to place lecturers mining
field to visit the rural and the
cities and
districts the suburbs of our
towns, nd explain the features of
banking to them; In a word, educate
the people? Exhibit your pans books,
explain the debit and credit side, show
them how to fill out a check, or draft
and the purposes of each.
wish to
"I do not for one moment
intelligence
cast reflections upon the
f r,,,r neonle. but I do say and that
are
in no uncertain terms that there
many hold back their savings simply
not
for the reason that they have
efficient confidence in their ability to
cashiers
transact business at the
window, and the fear of receiving adverse criticism for their failure, in-of
fluences them to retain possession
in
their earnings, and secrete them
some hole of darkness, which to them
seems a place of security."
"I have bern somewhat costive, but
Doan's Regulets gave Just the results
desired. They act mildly and regulate the bowels perfectly." Geprge
Walnut avenue,
306
B. Krause,
Pa.

The princess was thrown In prison
for forty-eighours and then definite
orders were given to expel her from
the country. She was taken to the
Bulgarian frontier and left absolutely
destitute at a Bmall way station. She
was forced to beg her way a distance
of 4t") miles before she reached her
parents.
After recovering from the shock of
her adventure the princess ngain became a circus rider. Her value R3 an
attraction has Increased 500 per cent.
Threats of legal action have Induced
Fehlm to pay her $5,000 on condition
that she remain outside of Turkey.
ht

NORMAL SCHOOL FIELD
AT

RE-
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LITERATI SOWINS THIRD BASKET
BALL CONTEST.
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We

Charge Only

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges!

BORRADAILE & CO..

75c

013

A.

218 S. Second Street

..The

Stock Co..

Bcge-Gos- e

1--

CAST OF CHARACTERS.
SPECIALTIES.
Joe Sanders. Ned Singleton, Pardners Berger and Webb ...Illustrated Songs
Wm. E. Neff and Leslie P. Webb.
Baby Lucille
Songs
Josiah Scraggs ..'. ..E. Frank Melville Baby Florence Buck and wing dances
Major Britt
Wm. Hill Hill & Edmonds Trio
Judge Brandon
Wm. Double
Novelty Specialties
C. Rea Berger
Wing Lee
Grose, the handcuff king, next
Sam
...Fred Schone Wednesday night, May 23.
Posie
Anna Edmonds
Mabel Sweeney
Grace Brandon
There will 'lie an entire change of
Mary Brandon
Helen K. May bill on Monday and Thursday of each
week during the season. Doors open
SYNOPSIS.
at 8 p. m. Performance beguia at
Actl Brandon's residence.
8:30.
Matinees, Saturday and SunAct It Home of the Pardners.
Act III Interior of Brandon's home. day. Doors open at 1:30 p. m. Performance at 2.
Act IV Same as Act 3.
Admission to Matinee.
(Choice of seats.)
Children
10c Adults
15c
RESERVED SEATS AT LEARNARD & LINDEMANN'S MUSIC STORE.

-

DENVER
&

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE

coooooocoooooocaoooozoccm

SCREEN TIME

man

here. Door and Window
creena made to order.
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

Summer Rates West

Now Is the time to take tuat trip back home. Take advantage of the low rates to the east. Tickets on shle at special reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND RETURN
....$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Couth Dakota, Wisconsin and
Wyoming: June
also June
inclusive, and July
inclusive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Eelow
find rates to a few of the principal pointsCHICACO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Return limit of all tickets, October 31.
T. E. PURDY, Agt.

"THE PARDNERS"

a

n

SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

AT THE CASINO
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Nights, and
Wednesday Matinee, in

Yo do not have to be

117 Gold Ave nue

You ehould plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and Petrified Forest.
Literal
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$36
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$36
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
$45
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-o- n
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
July, August and September.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

Opposite Postoffice

The annual contest between the
Lyceum and Literati societies for the
Commercial Club trophy cup was be
gun at Athletic Park, Friday, says the
Sliver City independent.
The students aod their friends were
out In full colors and cheered their
respective winners to the echo. The
AN ADDRESS OF GRFAT 1NTLREST
contest was more free of bickering
The
and controversy
than usual.
winners of the events were as follows:
A few days ago the Missouri
1. Standing high jump Light, Kll- Aaanoiation held its sixteenth an
patrick and Hughes won first, second
nual convention at Excelsior Springs,
and third; Marriott won fourth place.
Mo., and in an address on me nambusiness
in order
2. Standing
broad Jump Hughes,
ing Interests of the Southwest," Hon.
first; Light, second; Marriott, third to have a bank account. If you
twi,! n Francis of St. Louis, voiced
against
and Shoemaker, fourth place.
th, nmiost of the southwestWashingare a salary man, if you are a re3. Seventy-fiv- e
yard race (girls)
the indication apparent at Oklahoma,
Ludie Upchurch, first; Hazel Craw
ton to deny statehood to
tired farmer, you need a bank acford, second; Ruth Crawford, third,
Indian Territory, New Mexico and
as
count. It will be an advantage to
policy
13
Time,
Schutz,
fourth.
and Emma
Arizona, and denounced the
seconds.
criminal.
you in any case.
ad4. One hundred yard dash Hughes,
The following extracts of thecdip-peA bank account will aid you to
first; Shoemaker, second; Porterfleld
dress delivered by Mr. Francis,
third, and Light, fourth. Time, 12
keep your business transactions
from the St. Louis
seconds.
will be read with great interest:
straight.
5. Throwing basket ball Inez Cos- "The southwest," he said. "Is a
grove first; Alice Mitchell, second
A bank account furnishes you
very comprehensive term, but for the
Ludie Upchurch, third, and Emma
purpose of this paper I shall construe
a complete record of money
with
74
feet,
Schutz, fourth. Distance,
it to mean Missouri, Arkansas, Louisinches.
mat ters. You have a record of all
iana, Texas, Kansas, Oklahoma, InLight, first; Hughes,
6. Pole vault
dian Territory, New Mexico and Arimoney deposited with the
bank,
second; Marriott, third, and Fleming
zona.
fourth. Height. 8 feet.
also a record of every bill you pay
"The material development of this
Legros, first;
7. Egg race Alice
section during the past decade, has
by check. Each check is returned
Stella Fall, second; Alice Mitchell,
surpassed thai of any like area in the
PLACE
THE
Cosgrove,
WEST
fourth.
third,
Inez
and
hemito you by the bank and answers as
western
on
States,
the
United
8. Running
Jump Hughes
sphere or anywhere else on the
BEETS first: Marriott, broad
receipt.
SUGAR
a
FOR
second; Light, third
globe.
17
Distance,
sixShoemaker,
fourth.
and
space
of
short
the
within
"That
10 inches.
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
teen vears near the southwestern bor INTERESTING REPORTS ON THE feet. Relay
9.
race Won by Literati
der of Missouri there should have
YIELD AND RICHNESS OF VARIteam.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO
grown up two territories comprising
OUS REGIONS.
high jump Hughes
JO. Running
fertile areas, populated by intelligent
Light, third; PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
people, annually producing hundreds
A recent issue of the Crop Koporter first; Marriott, second;
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
of millions of dollars' worth of wenlth, contains tthe Tenor
ef WilletU & Klrkpatrlck. fourth.
11. 120 yard
hurdle race Shoe
and each with a population of over Gray, on the sugar beet industry of
second;
Marriott,
first;
Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
750,000 souls, is evidence of western the country.
The showing ls very maker,
fourth Building Bonds" and addressed to the
Fleming.
push and American sirlt.
much in favor of the Pacific slope, Hughes,18 third;
5
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,"
seconds.
"That these territories should be both as to the crop and the character Time.
This number closed the field day will be received at' the office of the
denied admission to the federal union, of the product in saccharine matter.
events.
city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M un
although they express willingness to In Michigan there were planted
Saturday night. May 19, the contest til 12 o'clock, noon, June 4. 1900, for
l.e admitted as one state, w ith a popacres, there were raised 477,742
ulation of over a million and a half, is tons of biots, from which were pro basket ball game was played In the an issue of thirty thousand (130.000)
inexplicable when we take into con- duced 54,635 tons of sugar. TheshoW' gymnasium. This was the most close dollars of city building bonds of the
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certifsideration that such a state would Ing was even warse in Nebraska.. Col- lv contested came of the season.
The Lyceum team was composed of ied check for one thousand ($1,000)
have a population greater than that orado showed an improvement. There
states were planted there 94,742 acre's, pro- the following Inez Cosgrove, Helen dollars must accompany
each bid,
of the forty-fiv- e
of twenty-si- x
. of the
union and would annually add ducing 781.417 tons of beets, which Utter, Mary Thomas. Louise Tenny said sum to he forfeited to the city,
and Alma Boone.
as liquidated damages, by the bidder
more to the national wealth than the yielded
253 tons of sugar.
The Literati team Lillian Jackson in case of failure ot performance by
entire assessed valuation of many
Hut In California 52,035 acres proL p
him It his bid is accepted.
states whose representatives are op- duced 453,841 tons of leets, from Barbara Wohlgemuth, Ludie
Said city building bonds are to be
posed to their admission.
which there was made 64,251 tons of church. Alice Mitchell and Emma
Issued in the denomination of one
"Such a position can be accounted sugar. The best showing was made Schutz.
The score was 8 "to 12 in favor ( thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
for In no other way than an opposi- In the state of Washington, both as
to bear Interest at a rate not to extion on the part of its advocates to to the yield per acre and the richness the Literati team.
giving the souuhwest a proper voice In 'f the product.
ceed four (4) per cent per annum,
A Mountain of Gold
and are to be sold at not less than
the national legislature.
Experiments in this valley have
not bring as much happiness to their par value.
Both principal and
Policy is Criminal.
shown that the quality of the beets could
Wis
Caroline,
Mrs.
Lucia
Wilke.
of
unjust
"Such a policy is not only
ls
than anywhere else, though as did one 25c box of Bucklen's Ar Interest are to be paid in New York
be
city
is to be payable
and the
but, if persisted in, could properly
there has been no good test of the
Salve, when It completely cured semi annually interest
designated as criminal, and if the yielding qualities of the soil. But it nica
on the first days of Janhad
which
running
leg,
a
sore
on
her
uary
people of the other sections submit to is understood that thrre ls no richer
nnd July of each year.
her 23 long years. Greatest Said bonds ere
to be payable at the
it they will be neglectful of their duty soil anywhere, so that the figures tortured
antiseptic healer of Piles, Wounds, option of the city, twenty
(20) years
and stultify themselves in not en- which will le shown regarding the
druggists.
20c
Sores.
at
and
all
.
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
forcing the principles of republican
her, neict ve:ir will n rtnuKf
self-goyears
government which guarantee
after date. The right is reMrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
nlost flattering,
eminent to the political subdivisions! Tne iK.et8 now jn cultivation are 209 West Railroad avenue, is pre- served to reject any and all bids.
For further information, address
of a common country.
i
king well in all parts of the vallt-v- . pared to give thorough Bcalp treat
"There can be no justification fur alul tho inU.r.Bt in tiie enterprise is ment, do hair dressing, treat corns, Harry P. i,ee. City Clerk, Albuquerque,
N. m.
maintaining as colonies sections of constantly spreading. The interest is bunions and .ingrowing nails. She
By order of the city council.
the country having 7&0.ttw population, ,ho moHl M.ute ,u tlle n.gon under gives massage treatment and manicurwell qualified for citizenship, having tne Arizona canal, wheiv, a groat deal ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
May 2. l'J06.
schools and township and municipal of lallJ ls ,,uietly changing hands now. of complexion cream builds up ths
organizations well established, oc- the 0,jtK,t ,)f ,hp lmrchasers being to sUIn and improves the complexion,
cupying territory granted to them by ,.,.t lvo tnt. zng.Ar beet business.
and is guaranteed not to be Injuri- Sciatica Cured After Twenty Years
,
the federal government and in every
of Torture.
ous.
She also prepares a hair tonic
way as well qualified for statehood as
Fortunate Missourians.
For more than twenty years Mr. J.
cures
and
that
prevents
dandruff
and
are Oklahoma and the Indian Terri"When I was a druggist, at Livonia, iiair falling out; restores life to dead 11. Ma.ssey, of 3322 Clinton St.. MinMo," writes T. J. Dwyer, now of hair;
lory.
was tortured by
Minn.,
removes moles, warts and su- neapolis,
"The same can be said with liniiu- (liaysville, Mo., "three of my cus- perfluous hair. Also
sciatica The pain and suffering
powder,
a
face
tlous, prescribed and acknowledged, in tomers wro permanently cured of freckle cure
):
endured during this time is
and pimple cure and pile which
consumption by Dr. King's Now
regard to Arizona anil New Mexico
beyond
Nothing
comprehension.
cure.
are
All
preparations
of
these
do not consider it extraneous to the
!. :n
and are- well and strong toilay. purely vegetable comixwnds.
permanent relit f until
any
Have
object of this paper nor its subject One wat trying to sell his property just added
vibrator machine for h me! chamberlain's Palm Halm,
matter to make this ullusi.m to condi- and move to Arizona, but after using treatment of a scalp,
of thnt liniment
and cure of tie abdication
tions existing in the soutlii west, lmr New Discovery a short time he found wriiiMes. It is also face
.;,, pain and made sleep and
rheumaused
it unnecessary to do s .
would it, In my judgment, be presumregard Dr. tism, pains and massage. for
rest i, .in,. nd less than one bottle
ing or inopportune for this association Kind's New Discovery as Hie most
lias i
If
ted a permanent cure.
of capitalists and influential citieii-hhl- p wond rful medicine in existence. "
Nona thing harmful in One Minute tro'iU
with sciatica or rheumatism
to give expression to its views Sure-- t Omg'h and Cold cure and Cotmli Cure, but it relieves a cough wliv
try a 25 cent b"ti!e of Pain
concerning a matter which interests Throat and Lung heabr. Ouaranteed iiuicUly. cuts the nhlegni. Healing
n! see for yourself bow
'1 rial
1.
and
fvery Male and every citizen, and es by all druggists.
and so thing. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly lllli'n' it relieves the pain. For sale
pecially states which sue jiruud to) bottles frcrt.
& Co.
by all lni;:to-is'.- .
y
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CIETY

in Two Minutes,

M ,,

and called upon her husband to rescue
her. I'rlnco Fehlm placidly smoked
a cigarette and calmly watched the

GOOD RECORDS
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t

1

SULTS
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for
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MtfiY
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i
i
j
ner oiu. ui ireu,
neipea
Rprinkled her with costly perfumes,
served her with breakfast and followed her every footstep until she
became weary; then they lulled her
The
to sleep with oriental songs.
prince was a gallant and attentive
husband.
But Miss Morgan's career as the
senior inmate of a Turkish harem
The
came to a speedy termination.
prince's other wives were Jealous and
it became known at court that the
prince had married an unbeliever, and
he was ordered by the sultan to immediately take steps to quiet the
scandal. Abdul even threatened to
banish the prince.
One day, an officer, accompanied by
six eunuchs, from the imperal housePrince Fehim's resihold, entered
dence and seized the American girl.
Not knowing the reason for this attack, the princess struggled violently
.

aiaves

D

Post-Dispatc- h,

NEW MEXICO.

"Scenic Line of the World"

MILL

eXXXXXXXXXXOCXDCOOOOCOOOOO

Shortest and quickest Una from
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Spring, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and weet. Time) a qulek
and ratea aa low a by other line.

A. SLEYSTER
ESTATE
INSURANCE,
7.

REAL
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

Summer School

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

Business College.
OPENS
Monday, June 4, 1906.
Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
Graded and High School Branches
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Geo. S. Ramsey
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Manager
Proprietress
410 West Railroad Ave.
Albuquerque

On all through

delay

train.

No tireeome

at any station.

For Illustrated advertlelng matter
or Information, addreae or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Grand Central Hotel
"51

Communication Made Easy

2--

85,-11- 0

lie-tte-r

1

,i

1

i

i

-

El Paso & Southwestern System

-

l'JiajuA4f&r
Large.

Jry

Prces Very Reaonab'e.
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
Proprietor.
Rooms.

A.

-

Bratina

General Merchandise and Real Estate
For Sale.
FOR SALE General
merchandise
and real estate, cheap for cash.
FOlt SALE Ranches, one-hal- f
mile
south of the city of Albuquerque;
suitable for aristocratic country
homes and for truck or general
farming; plenty of well wattr to be
had at from ten to forty feet.
FIFTEEN-ACRranch, about three
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
two ditches; best irrigatlnz condl
tions; raise anything; best soil In
the valley.
THOUSANDS of cot ton wood trees for
transplanting.
IXTS In different iarts of the city
Will sell cheap on monthly payment
plan.

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all point North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation fining cars, chair car and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

A.

Bratina

923 So.

Albuquerque,

Second St.
New

Mexico

R. STILL,
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.
IHKDCS3KI

E

Special Record Breaking Offer.
TWO LOTS, one big store witn full
stock of general merchandise; two
extra rooms In store; laree back
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
h niso adjoining
the store.
Will
sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
Prices and other information desired made known o appl'cation in
person or wilting to owner.

V.

General Agent.

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all part
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N Itf., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,

and Chicago, Kock Island ft Pacific Hallways. At Kennedy and Sunt
Ke, N. M.. with the Atchison. Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Santa
te with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your frelpht via the Chicago, Hock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. ORIMSHAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mpr.
Asst. to Pres. and Oen. Ugr
FRANK UIBl'RT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. I.YXG.
A. U GRIMSHAW,
City Krt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.

o

r

ALBUQUERQUE

THURSDAY, MAY 24, 1906.

sliver dollar In purchasing a piece of furniture for
any room would you take advantage of it? I think

nttsburg

5
o

0

8

J, D, EMMONS the FURNITURE MAN

American League.
At New York
Chicago

2

S

3

8

2
2

dends paid annually.
Annual Cost per $1,000, at the age of 30 years
For further Information, call on or address.

Peterson,

Our Top Buggies ana
Runabouts mast morw
We need the floor
space for another oar.
It's a time to halp
yourself by helping o&
RUNABOUT8, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$4X0 to 1108X0
TOP BUGGIES, wers $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00
We are also quoting yery low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Concords, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited.
rite for catalogue and prices

6

$27.00

,

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner rirat end
Road.
Tijeraa

F. B. SCHWENTKER, Manager

R. II K.

16

Into Yours

COMPARE
THIS WITH YOUR POL!':.
weekly
A $10,000 policy provides: Weekly sick beoflt, $30;
accident benefit, $50; if injured on public conveyance, $100 per
week; for total disability, $10,000, in ten annual installments;. In
case of death, $10,000: cash, or raid up Insurance at maturity. Dlvl- -

R. H. E.

Detroit
Batteries Dineen
and
Klllia nand Schmidt.

STREET

Pocket

Will Protect You From Partial Loss

Dug-gleb-

At Boston
Boston

Out of Our

OF CALIFORNIA

Un-derm-

a clean silver dollar.

CORNER COAL

t

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.

Boston
8 1
Batteries lyoifiold and Phelps,
and Needham.
At St. Ixtuls
R. H. E.
St. I.ouls
3 11
0
Philadelphia
0 2 1
Batteries Taylor and Crady;
McCloskey and Dooln.

at we are offering With any price
at this store I will save you at least

BOTH THONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

R. II. B.

1
2
5
Cincinnati
1
4
Brooklyn
S
Battcrles Krazer und Schlcl, Pas- torlons and Kltter.
At Pittsburg
R. H.E.

If you found a silver dollar lying on the street
would you hesitate long before picking It up? I
think not. If you had an opportunity to save a clean

wl
of f.irnlture sold

PAGE SEVEN.

FIRE INSURANCE?
Of course you do. Will
your company pay for a partial loss? Certainly you would not be
foolish enough to insure in a company which did not.
DO YOU CARRY LIFE INSURANCE?
Yes. loaded with it. Will
your company pay for partial loss on your life? No, you never
thought of that!

National League.
At Cincinnati

That's Just

CITIZEN.

DO YOU CARRY

Just Like Finding It
yt.

E VEXING

1

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
For New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Batteries Patterson,
1alsh
and
Room No. 1, N. T. Armljo Building.
Auto. Phone 73
(
. P. HALL, Rroprftor
Sullivan; Newton, Lcroy and Kleinow.
BARGAINS IN
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Ikaftlags.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Frosts (at
3 10 1
Cleveland
Buildings.
Philadelphia
4
8 3
MERCHANT TAILORING
& CO.
TRIMBLE
L.
W.
a r n e 8 8
map air on Mining and mill Machinery a Bpaalalty
Batteries Hess and Bemis, Plank
'
Foundry east side of railroad track.
and Powers.
Albsqiersas, H. a.
AND TRANSLIVERY,
SALE,
FEED
I
SADDLES
V
At Washington
R. H. E. uraiMKs, OVER NO. 209 WEST
71
STABLES.
FER
(
7 11
RAILROAD
Washington
jlvii-- J
AVENUE, O. BAM- - Horses and Mules Bought and ExBRIDLES
St. Louis
10 12 3
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
changed.
P ROBES
r"
Baterles Smith,
Kltson, Patten,
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Falkenberg, Klttridge and Wakefield;
Second Street, between Railroad and
My merchant tailoring sho U
AND ETC.
lip
Glade, Pelty, Rickey and Spencer.
Copper Avenue.
stairs over No. 209 West Rallr id are- pue, where I solicit the patronage of
Western League.
the public.
ELITE cAFE
Gfntral Bottding SoppHes
R. H. E. class, as I All work guaranteed flint.
At Sioux City
We are offering soma very special prices on this line of goods
have had fifteen years' ex-4
Sioux
8
8
City
perlence in the business. Suits made! GOOD
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
9 12 7 to
Denver
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana WEEK. AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
Batteries Jarrott, Baker, Lindsay repaired.
The specific I use will not SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO POST- CO.
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
and Hess; Morgan and Schrant.
Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
OFFICE.
Omaha-De- s
At Omaha
Moines also cleaned
walking
and
game postponed on account of rain.
to order. Give me a trial.skirts made
game
At Lincoln Lincoln-Puebl- o
O. BAMBINI.
STEAM
CARPET
CLEANING
the undertaking rooms of O. C. Hln-ma- postponed on account of rain.
o
ON
Interment was made in the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Thm
THORNTON
Ctaancr
American Association.
Catholic cemetery, the remains being
everything.
Is
the
Cleans
He
Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,
At Columbus
(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
followed to their last resting place
Moving, packFurniture Man.
1 Department
by a large number of friends and rel- Columbus
of the Interior, Land Ofshipping,
ing
unpacking
and
and
0
Toledo
Hay Presses & Farm Machinery
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12.
J. R. Farwell has gone to Ketner atives.
setting up, and Is no upstart at
At Minneapolis
1906.
Mr. Goane was an expert meat cut
where he will do some engineering
no
business.
Is
There
the
other
2
Notice is hereby given that the folwork for the American Lumber com- ter, and has had almost continuous Milwaukee
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
1 lowing
pany.
employment in the various butcher Minneapolis
named Bettler haa filed no737 South Walter Street
At St. Paul
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
tice of his Intention to make final 5
shops of the town ever since his ar
4 proof in
support of his claim, and
J. J. Coleman, assistant general rival. In September, 1898, he, In com St. Paul
2 that said proof
freight agent for the Santa Fe with pany with Elmer Bradford, started a Kansas City
will be made before
At Indianapolis
the probate clerk at Albuquerque,
headquarters in Chicago, was a visitor meat and vegetable sotre on the east
Indianapolis
WiJi
New
Mxlco,
on
in the city yesterday.
July 5, 1906, viz.:
side of Bullard street, between Broad
John M. Gunn, of Laguna, Valencia PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
way and Yankie. After a few months Louisville
Ed. Lavelle left last night for San he disposed of his
, BRUSHES.
county, N. M., for the north half of
Later on,
College Games.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Tap
Antonio, where he goes to transact in the fall of 1904,interest.
the
quarter
northeast
of
was
in
again
he
26,
section
New
At
Haven
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palsome business connected with the business In the Sheridan Row. on
township 7 north, range 6 weBt.
0
University
...
of Pennsylvania....
Roof Paint; lasts five years and
building of the new road from that Yankie street. Disposing of his In
He names
following witnesses metto
'
ir-.a-- ...13 10 prove hlathe continuous
stops leaks. Caen paid for Hides and
place to the Carthage coal fields.
terest here, also, he for the third Yale
residence
I.ayton
Hull and Hay, upon ana
Batteries
Pelts.
cultivation of said tend,
The first engine consigned for the time engaged In the same business Parsons an.1 Wiley.
AVENUE.
408 WEST RAILROAD
viz.:
New Mexico Midland railroad, now in the Schutz Row, on Texas street,
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ivennetn
original
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the
C
firm
being
as
known
18,
M.,
Bayard,
May
1906.
Carthage
N.
being constructed Into the
Fort
THIRD J3TREET
uorge ii. trradt and John S. Pradt,ii'
WE FILL
Sealed proposals in triplicate for fur- all of Laguna.
coal fields, came into Albuquerque Goane & Thwalts.
New
Mexico.
nishing
constructing
material and
from the shops yesterday and today EXPLANATION OF HOW THE
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
MANUEL R. OTERO,
was sent on the new line. It was, enaddition to Ambulant Patients Mees
TERM "23," ORIGINATED.
Register.
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEm.,
11
here,
gine No. 1.
will be received until
a.
"What puzzles me,' said James MoAt Consistent
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
4, 1906. and then opened.
NUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
In
June
Death
A
rtality,
from
of
the
office,
Santa
Fe
ticket
The M., K. & T. has taken the Initi- thU morning,
Steam Sausage Factory.
application.
on
formation
furnished
.
COMMERCE.
decrease
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Prices
same
the
"is
why
tern
'2Z' is
ratio
the
the
ative In applying the scissors to so popular now,
S. reserves the right to accept or use of Dr. King's New Life that
In- Pilla
double-jointeand why there are U.
KLEINWORT.
EMIL
complex and compound
any
reject any or all proposals or
creases.
save you from danger Masonic Building, North Third Street.
names, by reducing South McAlester, so many different explanations of the part thereof. Envelopes' containing and bring They
axxxxxxxxxyooooooooooooooom
quick and painless release
I. T., to Just plain McAlester. North word.
'should be endorsed, "Pro- from constipation and the ills grow"It was really first used as a rail- proposals
McAlester, or what is known as "Old
Paposals for Addition to Ambulant
ing out of
Strength and rigor alWootton & Myer,
Town," will remain as it Is for the road term, although I have neard fool- tients Mess," and addressed to Capt. ways followit. their
use. Guaranteed
THE CELEBRATED
present, as the reform will be inau- ish stories about Its being originally S. P. Vestal, Qmr.
by all druggists. 25c. Try them.
used by race track men on the turf
gurated by easy stages.
ana aiso about its being used as a
-If you think that a windLee Hutchison, formerly a clerk in signal for leacape by "southern prison
mill will not furnish you
the local roadmaster's office, arrived ers.
with water, take a look
"The true beginning was when Mie
from the west this morning and after
AND RENTALS
at my residence, at 612
spending the day in the city, will leave Santa Fe built its first station out in
South B nod way, and also
tonight for Booneville, Mo., where he the thinly populated districts of the
Ranches
and Farms
t he two houses at the corhas a brother who will graduate from west. At each station a switch was
ner of Goal avenue and
the military academy located there. iplaced, and this aiding would hold
cars at the moat, at a
Arnold street. They are
Mr. Hutchison will later join his fath- but twenty-tw- o
Correspondence Solicited.
Bottled in Bond.
time. So all cars would be marked
all supplied by a
er in Kansas on the Rock Island.
123 S. Third SL,
with chalk, '23,' and sent on."
mill, pumping the water
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.
Light
rig
leaves
city
for
springs
the
Phil. P. Hitchcock, general agent
seventy-fivSo at last, one of the mysteries of
BLOCK'S HOTEL.
feet.
OOCOOOOOCK
very Monday and Wednesday.
for the Wabash railroad at Denver, the "23" skiddo has been explainOnly flrst-claa- s
house at the Springs.
spent last night in the city and left ed by the general Santa Fe agent.
Four-hors- e
stage leaves city every
J. B. BLOCK.
Distillers.
&
this morning, returning north . Mr. Wichita Eagle.
Friday through In one day. Only
Proprietor
Hitchcock says that there Is going to!
KY.
FRANKFORT,
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATBL
change
line
with
SANTA
of
stock
FE
en
route.
doing
PUSHING
In
summer.
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico.
Denver this
be much
LOANS.
H,
LINES IN THE SOUTH.
"Are you on?" that's the way all the
Automatic phone 451.
&.
The Santa Fe has entered the fight W.
Elks put It. "If you're not, you had
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
MELINI & EAKIN
with the Soutihern Pacific and the
better get on."
General Repair Shop.
'Frisco interests for supremacy in the
gaso
Furniture packed and crated;
Sole Agents.
Crushed between a caboose and coal coast country of Texas. Plans have
line ami gas stoves repaired.
car, just a month ago Sunday, Jesse been perfected for an extension of the
M.
Albuquerque,
N.
Finest Whiskies
Next to Walton's drug store, South
R. Drake, a well known freight con- Cane Belt line of the Santa Fe, from
Automatic Phone, 199.
Third street.
ductor on the Colorado & Southern, GIt n Florra to Victoria, via El Campo
DP TO DATE SIGNS
Wines, Bran dies. Etc.
died as the result of his injuries on and almost paralleling the Southern
aaaaaaaaammamaaaaaaaaaaaaamamaamaaam
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
Sunday morning, at 8:45 o'clock, at Pacific branch to Victoria, and cut208 WEST SILVER AVE.
his home In Trinidad. The news of ting through a rich section just openPIONEER BAKERY
BAM RLE A NO
his death came as a distinct shock to ed up by the St. Louis, Brownsville
W.
Sons
Strong's
0.
Proprietor.
BALLING,
SIMON
West
Railroad Avenue
CLUB ROOM
his many friends in that city, as he & Mexico, it is believed the Victoria
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
was 'supposed to be getting better line will bo extended
beyond that
STRONG BLOCK.
right along.
point, but it Is not known in what diWEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
INBURANCE.
rection.
Secretary Mutual Building AssociaTEXAS BOARD
guarAnother intension into heretafore
We desire patronage and
tion. Office at 217 West Railroad
REJECTS BOND ISSUE exclusive Southern Pacific territory is
antee first class baking.
avenue.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.
A majority of the Texas railroad the Saata Fe's entrance into New OrCombines
leans.
From
commission reached a decision as to
the eastern terminal of
Made in a
TOT I A OR API
M. DRAGOIE
the proposition of the Missouri, Kan- Its Silsbee extension now under con both near aud
solid
I
Superintendents
sas and Texas to issue bonds to the struction into Louisiana, a line will be distance
and
Fatrriew
inconspicuous Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
'
Dealer In
amount of $25,000,000 on its Texas built Into New Orleans, and the route fields.
form.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Grain and Fuel.
lines, Including the taking up of an for this road has been selected fol
Manufactured by the
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
MONUMENTS
outstanding Issue of about $6,000,000 lowing closely the direct line of the
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
and Cigars. Place your orders for
Southern
of bonds. Chairman Storey and ComPacific.
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
us.
with
line
this
Both
Phones.
Second
N,
St.
Mayfield
300 North. Broadway, corner of Wash'
have declined to
missioner
A
Citizen
Want
ad
does the work US West Quid Ave.
sanction the $25,000,000 mortgage
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Albuquerque' exclusive Optician
submitted by the company. It is stated
that the company may submit an
amended application to the commission which will be accentable.
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BEBBER OPTICAL CO.,

ROCK

TO
COLONIZE SOUTHWEST.
C. B. Schmidt of Pueblo. Colo., haa
ISLAND-'FRISC-

n

been appointed
immigration
commissioner for the Rot-Island and
Frisco railroad systems. Mr. Schmidt
held a similar ixisition with the Santa Fe road for over ten years and
brought large numbers
of people
from Euroi
wJio have helped
to
make prosperous the Arkansas valley in Kansas and Colorado.
On
June 6 Mr. Schmidt, accompanied by
John Seliastlan, passenger
traffic
manager for Khe Rock Island road,
will sail for Europe, and bystematlc-allpresent the advantages of the
southwest as a place for set tit ment.
This will make a!out three dozen
round trips across the Atlantic for
as a pilot for
Mr.

1
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

J?

Located on the Belen

of The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

n

Santa Fe Railway

Bdlsn is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

y

SOMETHING ABOUT JAMES
GOANE AND HIS DEATH.
James T. (loane, who was severely
inlured. about thrte weeks ago, while
coupling cars on lthe Pinos Altos nar- row gauge railroad, ami who has been

J?

201-21-

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
busioebt and rutld' u. e lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
vtreeti, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old ahade treei; publU school aooaa. eost- 1X'30; churcbea. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 inhabitants; largest menaotile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels dally; large winery; tares hotels,
lUUaruitf, etc. Belen Ii ti p largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, w ine, beans aud bay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated

Ot 1,000

f
k
j

j

a SIJ

confined at the S. Joseph's hospital U
ever since, succumbed to the efteits iT.2
of his Injuries, his spirit departing
shortly before 8 o'clnck. the other
eveninir savs the Silver t'itv Inde
pendent. At first the patient was nut
considered dangerously hurt, and it j m sa
was not till a few days Inline his,;
death that the possihi'ity if a fatal
1
termination was lnnked forward to.
Deceased was 3." years of age, and
A
Is survived by a widow and three
relachildren, together with other
He was also a
tives in Illinois.
brother-in-laof Col. .1. W. Fleming
of Silver City, under whose personal j
supervision the funeral was held from
i

70-fo-
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LIMITED EXPRESS MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OP THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

GO OVER

cJTered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of tbeoi Improved by cultivation); no sand or gravel.
a
yard, drug itore, hamest fciop. etc, etc. Alao a
mode-- n
hotel

llll Ul uccJ

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

flrat-claa-

bakery, tailor anop, shoe bouie, Jeweler, plumbing skop. flaalag mill,

a

Brat-claa-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY TAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
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staff this morning.
The sheep me
U'lng inspected at the local stock
yards today by the Insix-cto- r
of the
territorial sheep sanitary board, after
which they will be shipped to Chicago.
Mr. Metz will g, along with
them, and before returning to Arizona, will visit his old hom in Iowa.
H. F. Perea, of Bernalillo, will leave
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
tonight for I.os Angeles, where In a
Fair tonight and Friday, except In short time lie will be united In marDueote, an 'steo-patnorth and east portion
tonight; riage to Miss I
of that city. Mr. Perea Informs
warm Friday.
The Evening Citizen that he cannot
tell at. present whether or not he will
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
return to New Mexico. If his prosAt i o'clock this afternoon all
pective wife desires 1o continue her
Santa Ke passenger
rraitis residence In Ijob Angeles, he will
wore roKrtl on tlnip, except No. 4. make that city his future home. In
which is one hour late. No. 1 is run- advance, this paper extends congratning In two sections today.
ulations.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

Ol4 WEcST RAILROAD mjf

Summer Shoes
FOR WOMEN

h

If on account of weak ankles you
are prevented from wearing Oxfords,
buy a pair of our dainty hand turned
shoes. They fit like a glove, are light
and cool and set off the f;ot to the
best advantage.

H. J. Ramer. the Watrous rattle-yian- ,
isin the city on business.
W. It. Smythe, who was here yes-

terday,

returned

Santa Fe.
VICI
VERY

HEEL

FINE

VICI

KID,

den.

CUBAN

S3 00

-- saw'

FRENCH KID, CLOTH TOP

'

S3 50

PATENT KID, WITH DULL TOPS.

.

$3 50

PATENT COLT, DULL TOPS
84 OO

e

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

IrtiPi

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second

GEO. W. HICKOX.

street.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Mayna

d Co.

Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
"We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH 8EC0ND STREET.

THE SODA THIRST
It has come and we were never

better able to entertain it: Treat
your throat at our fountain.
NEW
O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL CHERRY SISTERS
AMERICAN BEAUTY
J. H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Barneit Building

.Druggists

CEMENT, - SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

LUMBER,

morning to

D. J. McCoy Is In the city from
Willard. Air. McCoy says that the
Eetancia valley U as green as a gar-

KID, MILITARY HEEL

S3 75

this

-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

W. R. Drown, general agent for the
Santa Fe at Kl I'aso. Is spending the
day in the city, having arrived from

Chicago last night.
Veteran McAulitTe, a number of the
local Grand Army of the Republic, is
reported seriously ill at his h.Tiie on
tne Highlands.
Mrs. Simon Ncustadt returned to
her home at Ix Lunas last night, af
ter a pleasant visit in the city with
hr sister, Mrs. Iuls Trauer.
Miss
Helen Higgarson. who has
been the guest of Mr?. S. K. Newcomer several days, left this morning for Colorado Springs, for the
summer.
Thosc,wishlng to enter the twenty-milbicycle road race, to bo run May
30, Decoration day, should leave their
names a,t the Insley Cycle company's
store on West Gold avenue. Entries
close May 25.
William Tenney and wife are In
the city from Magdalena, awaiting
the arrival here from Missouri, of
Miss Allen. Miss Allen is a sister of
Mrs. Tenney and has been attending
school In Missouri.
George P. Learnard, of the piano
Arm of Learnard & Llndemann, Is arranging to leave in a few days for
Chicago, where ho will purchase
quite a large stock of pianos, organs,
etc., for the local house.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Davis and son
passed through the city yesterday
from Las Cruces, for Santa, Fe, where
they will reside In the future. Mr.
Davis takes a io.sition with the
Fischer Drug company of ithat town.
W. C. Wetherlll, of Denver, headed
a large party of mining men who left
Albuquerque last night for Silver
City. More Interest seems to bo centered in the Silver City district Just
now than any other part of the territory.
The camping party formed hv Geo.
V.
Neher, Billy" Baxter and
F.
Switzor left this morning on itralnNo.
10 for Bernalillo, wihere they will take
the stage for the Jemez hot springs.
They expect to le absent from the
city a couple of weeks.
Judge A. J. Abbott, the we 11 known
attorney for the Pueblo Indians, wth
headquarters at Santa Fe. was called
to Trinidad, Cols., yesterday, in response to a telephone message announcing the death of his sister, Mrs.
N. Hartley.
Yesterday afternoon an ioieration
was performed on Mrs. J. B, Herndon,
wife of the vice president
of the
State National bank, for appendicitis,
and the operation was a successful
one, the lady being reported today as
getting along nicely.
W. H. Llles, the Socorro county
cattleman, Is in the city on business.
Mr. IJles says that things are bustling in the cattle business In the central part of the territory. There Is a
big demand for any kind of cattle,
especially ones and twos, very fewof
which are offered for sale.
Mrs. Jesus Romero and Mrs. AJ.
Coleman, accompanied by the mother
of the latter, left last night for the
City of Mexico. En route they will
stop at Santa Rosalia hot springs,
where they will le Jlned by Mr. Romero, who will leave the city on June
11. They will return to the city about
July 1.
As a result of a meeting held yesterday 1n the office of County School
l
Superintendent A. B. Stroup. two
buildings will be built In what
Is known as the Barelas district during the summer. Several of the tax
payers of hat district met with Superintendent Stroup and are heartily
In favor ct building school buildings.
A Navajo Indian,
Shue Affee, 3fi
years of age, died in the territorial
penitentiary, Santa Fe, Tuesday evening, of a complication of diseases. The
deceased entered the penitentiary in
March 1904, being tried, convicted ana
sentenced in the Valencia county
court of the Second district, for rape,
committed uncu the person of Miss
Collins, an Indian school teacher. The
remains were burled today In the penitentiary cemetery.
John Motz, who a few years ago
held down a chair at the barber ship
of W. F. Switzer & Co.. camo In withfour car loads of sheep from Flage

new-schoo-

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

m

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
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Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

Diamonds, Watone. Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks. Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen qnd Get the News
I 19
Went Gold

E.

L WASHBURN

CO.

THE HOME OF

E

22

WALKOVER SMOE,
$3.50 a $4.00

life
0

4

9

HEN you look at WALKOVER SHOES
you are at once impressed with their excellent style and character. When you put them
on your feet you gain inside information that will
back up your first impression. After you have
worn them a while and know them thoroughly
inside and out you find yourself confirmed in the

WALKOVER HABIT.

TRY A PAIR

i
THURSDAY, MAY

CITIZEN.
STAGE TO JEMFZ

SPRINGS

v

We have been selling

shoes for 117 years

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka U the only lime1
sold hero that will not pop, crack or!
Mister in the wall. See that It Is:
specified In your contract.
HAHN

& CO.

Whltcomb Springs DellgMful sum- mer resort, it now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, everything clean and nice. Bring your
Thirty-onpeon lalorers from Mex- families and come out and see us.
ico passed through the city on it rain Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
No. 10 this morning, en route to work
In the beet fields of Colorado.
Although the Pueblo Indian is said to be
a first-clas- s
workman in the beet
fields, the peons seem tr have leen
found more profitable to ithe lalior
contractors.
One reason for this Is
probably the fact that tho Indian has
a government agent to see that he Is
given a square deal. It is too bad
that the Mexican government don't TWO-YEA- R
ROSE PLANTS
look after Its subjects in the same
fatherly manner.
Mrs. S. K. Newcomer, of 205 South
Walter street. Is entertaining forty-fou- r $4.00 and $5.00 PER DOZEN
children of the Baptist church
industrial school. The little folks
have been meeting at the church on
Saturdays and learning sewing and
othir useful occupations, under the
tutalage of Mrs. Newcomer and Miss
M. E. Merrltt.
Those who are absent from the school are punished by
not being Invited to a party that is
given. Forty-fou- r
children have leen
in constant
attendance,
and these
forty-fou- r
are lelng entertained this
afternocn as a reward.
W. H. Llles, the well known Socorro county stock buyer, Is in the
city, and was a business caller at The
Evening Citizen office this morning.
He reports tho ranges better in Socorro county and other southern counties, this season for stock raising than
tor several years pasit, and alsn stated
that cattle movements would le quite
extensive If tho raisers would come
down a little in prices.
Iast week,
however, he purchased aliout forty
car leads of two, threes and
and a few yearlings, from varl
ous raisers, making shipment to the
Browning Land and Cattle company
of Lamar, Cokx. Mr. Llles Is here ito- day with several car loads of cattle
This picture shows an E. & W. 75c
at the local stock yards, where the
shirt. Notice the curved arm holes,
animals are being inspected by In
the wide and roemy sleeves, the
spector Napier, of.the cattle sanitary
low-cneckband at back to proboard, after which they will be ship
from collar button.
tect the
ped through to Colorado pastures. Mr,
All these are points of
Llles returns to Socorro tonight.
not often seen In 75c shirts,
and mean comfort find service to
Reliable shoe polishes, Blanco and
the wearer. To introduce them we
Quick White for white shoes, Dandy
have placed them on sale for one
or Hazel Brown for tan shoes. Jet Oil,
week at the special price of
Elite, Gilt Edge, French Gloss, Royal
Gloss or Shlnola for black shoes. 10
50 each
to 25c at C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Railroad avenue.

We don't expect to be Relling very much better ones
than we do tow as far as fit Is concerned.

We believe there ls an art In every kind of work- -in
shoe selling as well as in painting or singing,
and we are not too bashful to say that we are masters of the art in this particular line of business.
We have a large enough stock of shoes on hand to
always give a man the right size In any style ho
chooses.

e

Until June 1
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prepared to;
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mot SPRINGS. Any information desired can be secured
from George H. Moere, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

jtmtt

24, 1906.

Ask anybody who has tried us whether we under-

stand our business.

tomejn and let us try

Hotter still,

W. L. DOUGLAS

a

pair on you.

SHOES

sjjj

.SIMON
tSTERBJ
Railroad Avenue

Clothier

Uf&

m Florist

Clothing
The Golden Rule
Store
The Store for Style, Service
Saving
and

ex

ut

shlrt-mak-l-

TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
o
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
will loan you a folding .pocket kodak.
Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.
SEE THE NEW PETER PAN
HATS AT MRS. COVER DALE'S; AL-STHE LATEST IN THE LINGERE
HATS.
O

FRESH TODAY:
SOFT SHELL
CRABS (ALIVE), SHAD, SALMON,
STRIPED BASS, SEA BASS, BARRACUDA, SPANISH MACKEREL.

The reason ttlat we talk E. & W.
shirts is shown by the above Illustration. They are full In size and
fit comfortably. They are so well
made; so stylish, and so good In
in every respect that the maker
There is just as much style to men's puts his brand on them. He could
shirts as there is to women's shirt not afford to put his brand on tbem
waists. Note the fit of the young if they were skimpy and cheap.
man's shirt. With E. & W. a man This brand is for your safety. It
can leave oft his coat confident that means that the shirt on wnich It ls
he will look presentable in the pres- found Is not. only good as to cloth
ence of any one.
I quality but is made r!ght.

Whitney

C onipany

a

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
i
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
z

SELLING

AT COST,

OUT

Commencing Tuesday, May 22. at
Candy Kitchen, 211 South Second
street, I will sell my entire stock of
candies, nuts, cakes, all fixtures,
candy tools, supplies, soda fountain,
cash register, range almost new, and
other things too numerous to mentlem.
U. O. HOFFMAN.

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

ROLLER

FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
including
complete,
boiler and engine, for
roller
flour mill. Address, Martin Lohman,
Las Cruces, N. M.
TAXES
NOW DUE, AND
ARE
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

WANTED, STORAGE.

Your heating stoves stored for the
J. W. MASTERS,
118 Gold Avenue,

summer.

THE WEST BOWLING ALLEYS,
GOLD AVENUE, OPENS

118 WEST

MONDAY, MAY 28.

NOTICE.
given that the
partnership agreement between F. H.
Mitchell and W. H. Springer, under
the- firm name of the City Scavenger
company, is dissolved, W. II. Springer
retiring. F. H. Mitchell remaining,
who will conduct the company under
the same name, paying all debts contracted by said company and collecting all monies duo.
(Signed)
W. H. SPRINGER.
F. H. MITCHELL.

U3, tt5, Wl Sooth First Sireet

40 J, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
S. T. VANN, 0.

D.

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN

Eye Sight
Specialist

IN

NEW MEXICO.

ls hereby

Notice

THE WEST BOWLING ALLEYS,
118 WEST GOLD AVENUE, OPENS

trim-minu-

screep diKirs that have always cost,
heretofore $2.00 to J2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING

MILL CO.

IVES, THE FLORIST.

i.

t

n

u

TICKETS
AND

1 1

FCUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Office
Transactions.
Guaranteed
W.
R. B. Ave.
ROSENFIELD'S,
118

MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

Successors to E. J. POST

Whan':rta

REFRIGERATORS
ICE

CRM
FREEZERS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS
GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

r''"'"'w

j

;

j
j

'1
;

pU

;

!

J

'kj.

r?'-

;

w

EUREKA COTTON

AT$
'SffXf
j

M

& COMPANY

HARDWARE

CUT FLOWERS.

FRESH

NEW

MciNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

MONDAY, MAY 28.

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A homo made door, with trimmings,
for $1.23.
We are making window screens all
mortised teigether, and as Btrong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped in here
s,
from the cast, together with
for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann'a drug store.

RUBBER HOSE

Vi'
1

GARDENJTOOLS
'

SPADESrSHOVELS
RAhES

-

GARDEN BARROWS

21 G West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
H

